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Genetically engineered livestock for agriculture:
a generation later
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CA 95616, USA

Twenty years ago, when we first started planning the first

Transgenic Animal Research Conference, the lack of knowledge

about promoter, enhancer and coding regions of genes of interest

greatly hampered our efforts to create transgenes that would

express appropriately and, for livestock, we were limited to gene

insertion by pronuclear microinjection. As predicted then, wide-

spread genome sequencing efforts and technological advance-

ments have profoundly altered what we can do. There have been

many developments in technology to create transgenic animals

since we first met at Granlibakken in 1997. These include the

advent of somatic cell nuclear transfer-based cloning, effective use

of PGCs in chickens, lentiviral vectors, and gene editing, among

others.We have improved our ability to precisely alter the genome

of animals and, with the large number of sequenced genomes, we

have unprecedented access to sequence information, including,

control regions, coding regions, andknownallelic variants.We can

withmuchgreater accuracy create new transgenes thatwill express

when and where we want and can target precisely in the genome

where we want to make a change or insert a transgene.

As noted at the last conference by Matt Wheeler, these

technological developments have ushered in new and renewed

enthusiasm for the production of transgenic animals among

scientists and animal agriculturalists around the world, both for

the production of more relevant biomedical research models as

well as for agricultural applications. As we will hear through-

out this conference, we have accomplished much and know

that we can make a difference.

However, even though we have made great advancements

in our ability to control gene expression and target genetic

changes in our animals, we still have not seen any GE animal

products be approved for use as food anywhere in the world. At

this point the negligible amount of regulatory work is

principally focused on animals produced prior to 2000,

essentially GE models 1.0, even though we are now making

animals more precisely and efficiently, perhaps models 3.0 or

4.0. World-wide there has been a failure of the regulatory

processes in any country to effectively move forward.

As noted at TARC IX, estimates suggested we will need to

increase our current food production by 70 % by 2050; that is we

will have to produce the total amount of food each year that has

beenconsumedbymankindover thepast 500 years. Thecombined

use of transgenic animal technology and gene editing will become

increasinglymore important tools to help feed theworld.However,

to date the practical benefits of these technologies have not yet

reached consumers in any country and in the absence of

predictable, science-based regulatory programs it is unlikely that

the benefits will be realized in the short to medium term.

Engineering resilience to African swine fever

M. K. Ballantyne, S. G. Lillico, A. J. Mileham,
C. B. Whitelaw

The Roslin Institute and Royal (Dick) School of Veterinary

Studies, University of Edinburgh, Easter Bush, Midlothian,

UK; Genus, plc, DeForest, Wisconsin

African swine fever (ASF) is a haemorrhagic disease of

domestic pigs caused by a complex DNA virus, African swine

fever virus (ASFV). Infection with ASFV can cause a mortality

rate approaching 100 % in domestic pigs. At present there is no

vaccine or treatment for ASF, and disease control relies on rapid

diagnosis, quarantine and the mass slaughter of animals. ASF

has a high socio-economic impact in affected countries and is
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currently endemic in most of sub-Saharan Africa, Sardinia, the

Trans Caucasus region, Russia and several eastern European

countries. Outbreaks of ASF are continuing to occur within the

EU, with a high risk that the disease will spread further through

the movement of infected wild boar populations. This ongoing

spread of ASF is a huge threat to global food security.

Acute ASF is characterised by disseminated intravascular

coagulation, extensive haemorrhages in all tissues, shock,

multiple organ failure and death within a few days. It is

generally accepted that the release of pro-inflammatory

cytokines from infected macrophage cells plays a major role

in triggering the ASF pathogenesis. In comparison to the

devastating disease progression seen in domestic pigs, infec-

tion of natural swine hosts such as the warthog does not result

in clinical signs. Uncovering the genetic basis of warthog

resilience to this disease could open new avenues for ASF

disease control by genetic engineering of domestic pigs with

relevant warthog polymorphisms.

A candidate gene approach was undertaken to uncover host

genetic variation that could underlie the difference in response to

ASFV. Functional polymorphisms where identified within

porcine RELA, encoding RelA, a component of the transcription

factor NF-kB. This conserved protein family controls the

expression of a range of inflammatory mediators. The identified

RELA polymorphisms alter potential phosphorylation sites

within the C-terminal transactivation domain of RelA which

have been found to modulate NF-kB transcriptional activity

in vitro. We set out to investigate whether genome editing tools

could be employed to engineer the RELA sequence of domestic

pigs. Initial attempts have targeted mutagenesis in the last exon

of RELA, producing animals with a truncated RelA protein;

modified animals lack the final 60 amino acids of the C-terminal

RelA transactivation domain. Molecular studies suggest that the

modified RelA has an altered activity in vitro. Ongoing studies

will investigate whether this RelA modification effects the

domestic pig’s response to infection with ASFV in vitro and

in vivo.

Introducing genetic resistance for trypanosomiasis
into sheep and cattle

Jayne Raper1, Ron Zipkin1, Joey Verdi1, Steve Suhr2,
Jose Cibelli2, Chris Schoenherr3, Aris Economides3,
David Frendewey3, Venus Lai3, David Valenzuela3, Chris
Proudfoot4, Simon Lillico4, Bill Ritchie4, Bruce Whitelaw4,
Alan Archibald4, Mingyan Yu5, Steven Kemp5

1Hunter College City University of New York; 2Michigan

State University; 3Regeneron Pharmaceuticals; 4Roslin

Institute at Edinburgh University; 5International Livestock

Research Institute

Bovine African trypanosomiasis is prevalent in 36 countries of

sub-Saharan Africa. It is caused by the extracellular protozoan

parasites T. congolense, T. vivax, and T. brucei ssp. transmitted

by tsetse flies. Cattle are susceptible to all trypanosomes and

are also reservoirs for human infective parasites T. b.

rhodesiense. Trypanosomiasis is arguably the most significant

disease to threaten livestock production in affected areas and it

causes human suffering through loss of meat and milk

production. In addition the lack of cattle for haulage is a key

constraint to the productivity of crops important to the

smallholder farmer. We propose a new strategy for creating

resistance to trypanosomiasis in cattle, which will have a major

agricultural and social impact in broad regions of Africa.

Our aim is to generate genetically modified cattle, which

will carry two primate specific genes that impart resistance to

all African trypanosomes.

Some primates are resistant to most African trypanosomes

due to trypanosome lytic factors (TLFs) in their blood that

function as innate immune factors. TLF1 and TLF2 are

antimicrobial high-density lipoprotein (HDL) complexes,

which contain three key components—apolipoprotein A-I

(the scaffold), apolipoprotein L-I (the pore forming protein)

and haptoglobin-related protein (the ligand). Apolipoprotein

L-I is the pore forming protein component of TLFs that kills

the trypanosomes.

The causative agents of Human African sleeping sickness

can infect humans only because they are resistant to the human

trypanosome lytic factor, specifically to human APOL-I.

Baboons are completely resistant to all African try-

panosomes, including human-infective trypanosomes, because

they encode a divergent APOL-I ortholog. We will present our

progress introducing Baboon genes specifically APOL-I and

HPR, into livestock (Sheep and Cattle). These genes confer

innate resistance to trypanosome infections in targeted trans-

genic mice, and we hope they will deliver similar sterile innate

immunity to trypanosomes in transgenic cattle.

Gene targeting, genome editing: from Dolly to editors

C. B. Whitelaw

The Roslin Institute, University of Edinburgh, Easter Bush

Campus, EH25 9RG, UK

Biology hasmany facets and our ability to exploit these increases

year on year. As scientists we strive to develop tools and

strategies to help us tease apart biological process so that we can

understand them. One of the most powerful is the ability to

transfer genetic material in a controlled and deliberate manner

between organisms. Since the first steps involving the transfor-

mation of bacteria, the successful transfer of genes into first

animals then plants quickly followed. Gene transfer methods can

either result in random or targeted transgene integration. Gene

targeting is made possible through homologous recombination

(HR) which involves the exchange of nucleotides between two

similar or identical DNA sequences. In this way a gene can be

targeted for inactivity, termed knockout (KO), or used as a

docking site for transgene insertion, termed knock in (KI). In

mammals, HR is inefficient so strategies involving selection of

the desired targeting event are required ensuring that gene

targeting methods needed a cell-based phase. For livestock,

given the persistent inability to isolate robust embryonic stem

cells (ESC), which neither the appearance of better culture

knowledge nor the advent of induced pluripotential stem cell

(iPSC) technology has overcome, exploitation of HR this

necessitated the use of somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT or

cloning). More elegant strategies involving recombination-

steps, driven for example by Cre recombinase, enable removal

of the selectablemarker and repeated insertion into a given target

locus, but in livestock still require a SCNT step. It is not
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surprising then that HR and SCNT has become the method of

choice for producing transgenic livestock. That is until recently.

Imaging the ability to change a specific base in the genome

without leaving any other DNA mark, with no need for a

transgene, or the ability to convert single bases or produce single

base deletions easily and efficiently in the germline of livestock.

With the advent of the genome editors—molecular scissors that

cause site-specific double-strand breaks in the genome—this is

now possible. These tools are based around a nuclease activity

which induces either non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) or

homology directed repair (HDR), the latter enabling transgene

integration and more importantly making allele swapping

possible. Genome editors can be used in cells destined for

SCNT or delivered directly to zygotes either by pronuclear or

(more easily) cytoplasmic injection. In merely 5 years, genome

editors have mediated the generation of more than 300 edited

pigs, cattle, sheep and goats—and this is only the start! Genome

editing tools will accelerate livestock biotechnology through

their ease of use. And like other significant technology leaps, this

will results is more and greater diversity in application. We are

only at the start of this wave of advance—the world for livestock

biotechnology is about to get very exciting.

Development of genome engineering tools for avian
species with a focus on poultry

M. Tizard, C. Cooper, A. Challagulla, K. Jenkins,
A. J. Keyburn, T. Wise, T. O’neil, K. Morris, L. Malaver,
O. Serralbo, C. Marcelle, A. G. Bean, T. J. Doran

CSIRO Health and Biosecurity, Australian Animal Health

Laboratory, Geelong, VIC, Australia; Australian

Regenerative Medicine Institute, Monash University,

Clayton, VIC, Australia

The most recent breakthroughs in the generation of genetically

engineered birds have come from the use of primordial germ

cell (PGC) culture and direct injection technology. The former

has recently been used for gene targeting (Schusser et al. 2013,

PNAS) and to incorporate precision genome engineering

(PGE) (Park et al. 2014, PNAS). Our development of the

direct injection technology provides an alternative to estab-

lishing PGCs cultures for the strain or species of bird in which

the genome modification is desired. It has in common, the

generation of chimeric G0 birds, whose progeny are screened

for a G1 transgenic bird which becomes the founder for the

new, modified line. With the advent of precision genome

engineering tools, TALEN and CRISPR, we have undertaken

to adapt the direct injection method to achieve precise

modification of the chicken genome. Determining the effi-

ciency of the genome cleavage event and its repair in

circulating PGCs presents a number of issues. We therefore

targeted three genes, two endogenous and the green fluorescent

protein (GFP) marker gene using PGE. These genes have been

successfully modified by homology directed repair or fragment

excision, at first in cells in culture, then in PGCs in culture and

finally for two of the genes in circulating PGCs in ovo (by

direct injection). For one specific endogenous gene we have

used adjacent sgRNAs to guide CRISPR-Cas9 mediated

deletion of 178 bp from the first exon of the gene. This has

been confirmed by PCR analysis of PGCs from embryonic

gonads. We have demonstrated that genome modification,

including PGE, can be achieved in chickens (and other birds)

by direct injection and that this could enable a step change in

the generation of genetically engineered birds. We also discuss

new technology developments that could add another step

change for transgenesis in avian species.

Targeted genome editing in zygotes of domestic pig
using crispr/cas9 system

Bhanu P. Telugu1,2, Kieun Park1,2

1Animal and Avian Sciences, University of Maryland,

College Park, MD 20742; 2Animal Bioscience and

Biotechnology Laboratory, ARS, Beltsville, MD 20705

Gene targeting by homologous recombination (HR) allows for

intended gene sequences to be targeted for deletion, modifi-

cation, or for incorporation of exogenous DNA. Even though

HR-based gene targeting events are extremely rare, the

efficiencies can be improved by several orders of magnitude

([1000-fold) by introducing a double-strand break (DSB) at

the target locus. Following DSB, either a single stranded oligo,

or a double stranded targeting vector with homology to the

ends flanking the DSB, can generate targeted genomic

alterations. In our laboratory, methodologies for CRISPR/Cas

mediated HR and gene targeting were successfully established

by direct injections into the porcine zygotes bypassing the need

for performing gene targeting in an intermediate cell type,

typically fetal fibroblasts, and perform nuclear transfer/cloning

to generate modified animals. Co-injection of in vitro tran-

scribed mRNA expressing Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9

nuclease alongside a chimeric single guide RNA resulted in

the generation of homozygous knockouts. Additionally, by co-

injection of CRIPSRs alongside a single stranded Oligo bearing

sequences for LoxP site, or a DNA targeting vector consisting

of GFP expression cassette, the PRNP locus was successfully

targeted for incorporation of exogenous LoxP site and GFP

expression cassettes, respectively. The efficiencies of gene

targeting were close to 100 % with all of the blastocysts

screened showing accurate targeting in embryos with no

evidence of mosaicism. Using this methodology we success-

fully generated 18 biallelic knockout piglets by direct

injections into the porcine zygotes. In summary, we have

developed efficient means to generate desired edited animals

for agricultural and biomedical applications, and help usher

animal biotechnology into the functional genomics era.

This work was supported in part by funds from the

Department of Animal and Avian Science, University of

Maryland; Genus PIC, and a grant from NIFA.

Pluripotent stem cells and livestock genetic engineering

Delia A. Soto, Pablo J. Ross

Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis, USA

The unlimited proliferative ability and capacity to contribute to

germline chimeras make pluripotent embryonic stem cells

(ESC) a perfect candidate for complex genetic engineering.
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The utility of ESC is best exemplified by the numerous genetic

models that have been developed in mice, where such cells are

readily available. However, the traditional systems for mouse

genetic engineering may not be practical for livestock species,

as it requires several generations of mating and selection in

order to establish homozygous founders. Nevertheless, the self-

renewal and pluripotent characteristics of ESC could provide

advantages for livestock genetic engineering such as ease of

genetic manipulation and improved efficiency of cloning by

nuclear transplantation. These advantages have resulted in

many attempts to isolate livestock ESC, yet it has been

generally concluded that the culture conditions tested so far are

not supportive of livestock ESC self-renewal and proliferation.

In contrast, there are numerous reports of derivation of

livestock induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC), with demon-

strated capacity for long term proliferation and in vivo

pluripotency, as indicated by teratoma formation assay.

However, to what extent these iPSC represent fully repro-

grammed PSC remains controversial, as most livestock iPSC

depend on continuous expression of reprogramming factors.

Moreover, germline chimerism has not been robustly demon-

strated, with only one successful report with very low

efficiency. Therefore, even thirty-four years after derivation

of mouse ESC and their extensive use in the generation of

genetic models, the livestock genetic engineering field can

stand to gain enormously from continued investigations into

the derivation and application of ESC and iPSCs.

Developmental plasticity of porcine and avian induced
pluripotent stem cells

F. D. West, Y. Lu, A. Gallegos-Cardenas, P. Yu, Y. Liu,
J. Y. Yang, S. L. Stice

Department of Animal Science, University of Georgia,

Athens, GA, USA; Regenerative Bioscience Center,

University of Georgia, Athens, GA, USA; State Key

Laboratory for Conservation and Utilization of Subtropical

Agro-Bioresources, Animal Reproduction Institute,

Guangxi University, Nanning, Guangxi, China

Induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) technology offers a unique

opportunity to create transgenic livestock with distinctive traits

and to assess stem cell therapies in large animal biomedical

models. There has been a number of recent successes with iPSCs

being derived in avian, ovine, porcine, equine and bovine

species. Most livestock species’ iPSCs display morphology,

immunoreactivity, in vitro differentiation and teratoma forma-

tion consistent withmouse iPSCs. However, robust development

of germline competent chimeras remains elusive and suggests

that livestock iPSCs are still developmentally restricted. In

addition, few studies have assessed the potential of livestock

iPSCs to undergo directed differentiation similar to their human

counterparts. The ability of livestock iPSCs to undergo directed

differentiation is necessary to determine the potential of stemcell

therapies in large animal models using allogenic cells rather than

xenotransplant cells. Allogenic cell transplantation would

reduce the potential of erroneous results due to differences in

cell signaling, cellular integration and patterning due to cross

species incompatibility. To better understand the conditions

needed to form iPSCs with high levels of developmental

plasticity we have assessed multiple reprogramming methods

including mRNA, minicircle and lentivirus approaches, as well

as feeder and feeder-free culture conditions in porcine and avian

(quail and chicken) iPSCs. To assess the potential for porcine and

avian iPSCs to undergo directed differentiation, cells were

differentiated under human iPSC neural differentiation condi-

tions. Overmultiple studies, we found that lentiviral transduction

lead to the most robust iPSC formation in pig and avian cells. Pig

fibroblasts failed to reprogram using mRNA and minicircle

approaches. However, lentiviral reprogrammed cells showed

morphology, immunoreactivity and in vitro and in vivo devel-

opmental capacity indicative of fully reprogrammed cells,

including the ability to form germline chimeras. Lentiviral

reprogramming of avian fibroblast lead to cells that again

displayed morphology and immunoreactivity consistent with

pluripotent cells with quail cells forming traditional iPSCs,while

chicken iPSCs formed cells that were more similar to germ cells

(CVH/DAZL+). Both lentiviral reprogrammed avian cell lines

led to the formation of chimeraswith quail iPSCs resulting in live

chimeric offspring. iPSCs were derived utilizing minicircle

technology in chicken cells only after multiple rounds of

reprogramming, but these cells ultimately proved to have

spontaneously integrating reprogramming genes. Minicircle

derived iPSCs also proved capable of forming chimeric animals.

Multiple culture conditions were tested for their ability to

maintain pluripotent minicircle-derived chicken iPSCs includ-

ing mTeSR and 2i+ LIF systems with only modest differences

observed in the number of SSEA1+ cells. Porcine and quail

iPSCs were tested for their ability to undergo neural specific

differentiation. Both iPSCs lines were able to form MAP2+

neurons, O4+ oligodendrocytes and GFAP+ astrocytes. Pig

iPSCs were also found to be capable of forming early stage

PAX6/SOX1+ neural stem cells (NSCs). These iPSC-derived

NSCs are the analog for the cell type most likely to be tested for

human stem cell therapy for numerous neural injuries and

diseases. Despite the need for further optimization in repro-

gramming and culturing of porcine and avian iPSCs, our results

demonstrate that porcine and avian iPSCs have robust in vitro

and in vivo developmental potentials. These results have

significant agricultural and biomedical implications potentially

allowing for the development of animals with improved traits or

new traits and opening the door for allogeneic stem cell therapy

research in large animal models.

Generation and successful allogeneic and xenogeneic
engraftment of RAG1/IL2RG knockout swine

O. Marks1,2,3, L. Guo1,2, R. Sper1,2, J. Platt3, S. Simpson2,
X. Zhang2,3, B. Collins2, I. Caballero1, L. Borst2,4,
J. A. Piedrahita1,2,3

1Department of Molecular Biomedical Sciences; 2Center

for Comparative Medicine and Translational Research,
3University of Michigan Health System, Ann Arbor, MI,

USA; 4Department of Population Health and Pathobiology,

College of Veterinary Medicine, North Carolina State

University, Raleigh, NC, USA

Mice with severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) have

emerged as powerful tools for biomedical research, particularly

following the development of ‘‘humanized’’ (hu-SCID) mice,
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which have been reconstituted with human immune cells.

Pigs share several similarities with humans, in their life span,

body and organ size, central nervous system, and physiology.

The phenotypes of human diseases have largely been

reproduced more faithfully in pigs than in rodents, making

pigs an effective large animal model for biomedical research.

Moreover, there is a need to develop humanized large animal

models to study human stem cells and to produce organs of

sufficient size for transplantation into humans. We used

TALENs to generate double knockout IL2RG and RAG1

SCID pigs.

Our objectives were to: (1) Utilize TALEN-based genome

editing to modify the IL2RG and RAG1 loci and generate

double knockout piglets through somatic cell nuclear transfer

(SCNT). (2) Verify the genotype of the IL2RG-/Y RAG1+/-

and IL2RG-/Y RAG1-/- piglets. (3) Evaluate the immune

cell phenotype of allogeneic and xenogeneic engraftment of

IL2RG-/Y RAG1+/- and IL2RG-/Y RAG1-/- pigs. We will

describe the generation and successful engraftment of a

‘‘double knockout’’ SCID pig containing inactivating muta-

tions in the genes encoding interleukin-2 receptor subunit

gamma (IL2RG) and recombination activating gene 1 (RAG1)

using transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs).

Briefly, IL2RG/RAG1 null pigs lacked a thymus or retained

only a minimal thymic remnant, had small spleens lacking

germinal centers and red/white pulp differentiation and lacked

lymph nodes and Peyer’s patches. No B-, T- or Nk cells were

detectable either in peripheral blood or in lymphoid organs. We

further demonstrated immune system reconstitution via allo-

geneic and xenogeneic bone marrow transplantation leading to

engraftment of both the peripheral blood and solid lymphoid

organs with human lymphoid cells.

Funding support from NIH HL51587 to JAP.

Genetically engineered livestock for biomedical models

Christopher S. Rogers

Exemplar Genetics, Coralville, IA, USA

To commemorate Transgenic Animal Research Conference X,

this review session will summarize the recent progress in

developing genetically engineered livestock species as biomed-

ical models. In addition to being the first year the conference

was held, 1997 turned out to be a watershed year for

genetically engineered large animals as models of human

disease, with two significant events occurring that year. One

was the publication of the first transgenic livestock animal

disease model, a pig with retinitis pigmentosa. Before that, the

use of livestock species in biomedical research had been

limited to wild-type animals or disease models that had been

induced or were naturally occurring. The second event was the

report of Dolly, a cloned sheep produced by somatic cell

nuclear transfer. Cloning subsequently became an essential part

of the process for most of the models developed in the last

18 years and is stilled used prominently today. This review

session will highlight the biomedical modeling achievements

that followed those key events, many of which were first

reported at one of the previous nine Transgenic Animal

Research Conferences. Also, now that the technical challenges

of utilizing genetic engineering to develop livestock disease

models has been largely overcome, some of the practical

challenges that remain will be discussed.

A Model of Huntington’s disease in Sheep

C. S. Bawden1, C. J. Mclaughlan1, S. R. Rudiger1,
S. J. Reid2, S. Patassini2, R. R. Handley2,
H. J. Waldvogel2, A. J. Morton3, M. E. Macdonald4,
J. F. Gusella4, R. L. M. Faull2, R. G. Snell2

1South Australian Research and Development Institute,

Adelaide, South Australia; 2Centre for Brain Research,

University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand;
3Department of Physiology, Development and

Neuroscience, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK;
4Centre for Human Genetic Research, Massachusetts

General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, USA

Early research of the process of disease progression in multiple

small animal models of Huntington’s disease (HD) has

provided much information on the molecular mechanisms

responsible and resultant pathology, behaviour disturbance and

motor deficits evident in this insidious and unrelenting

autosomal dominant neurodegenerative disorder. Models of

this triplet repeat disease, created first by classical transgenesis,

have produced many of the recognizable pathologies associated

with the human disorder, notably neurodegeneration focused

initially in the striatum and progressing to other brain regions

and peripheral body sites, with consequent effects upon

movement, behaviour and learning abilities. However, while

the ultimate use of such models is in the assessment of locally

or systemically applied therapeutics for human use, differences

in brain structure and size, blood volume and other physiolog-

ical attributes have demanded that research turn to creation of

large animal models of HD. Our research has centered upon

creation and characterization of an HD model in sheep. The

aim was to produce sheep expressing the defective human

huntingtin protein which could be studied longitudinally, to

observe steps in the development of molecular and cellular

pathologies and to discern alterations to natural motor and

cognitive behaviours. Maintenance of the sheep in their normal

outdoor grazing environment was a strong consideration from

both a welfare and research viewpoint.

To produce transgenics, a full human cDNA (*9.9 kb)

with an expanded 73 copy glutamine repeat (CAG69CAACAG2)

driven by the human genomic IT15 (HTT) gene promoter

(*1.1 kb) and terminated with the bGH 30 processing signals

(*0.7 kb) was used in pronuclear microinjection to produce

six founders. Line expansion and analysis of brain and multiple

peripheral tissues in these genotypes showed expression in

brain and elsewhere. Examination of transgene integrity led to

concentration of effort upon one line, where an array of

multiple, intact transgene copies was integrated into an

intergenic region on OAR10. Now termed OVT73HD, the

consequences of expression of the HD transgene in this line has

been followed through multiple generations and in sheep of

different ages.

Initial studies demonstrated stability and heritability of the

transgene locus and only very limited instability in the CAG

repeat region, with the predominating repeat length maintained

at 73. Transcripts were shown to be full length, with production
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of entire human HTT protein molecules also confirmed. In

contrast to many of the small animal models, the level of

expression of the hemizygous transgene locus was only

*20 % of that of the endogenous sheep HTT alleles. In

neonates at 1 month of age and in 6 month-old, 3 year-old and

5 year-old sheep, transgene expression was highest in all brain

tissue examined (striatum, occipital cortex, frontal cortex,

cerebellum, hippocampus, pituitary) and at least 4-fold lower

in peripheral tissues (liver, muscle, skin, pancreas) with the

expression phenotype preserved during ageing. Quantification

of the levels of many neuronal signaling pathway markers in

the brain samples of sheep from 6 months to 5 years of age by

qPCR and immunohistochemistry has found some changes

similar to those seen in other HD animal models and in late

stage and post mortem HD brain. While age-related changes

indicative of disease progression are apparent, interpretation of

such alterations is complex and comparison to any signaling

changes in the earliest stages of progression of HD in humans

remains to be determined.

Hallmarks of the disease process in humans include

increasing cell damage in the brain, in both the basal ganglia

(notably striatum) and cortex, the appearance of intracytoplas-

mic neuropil HTT aggregates and neuronal intranuclear HTT

inclusions (NII) in the cells and a reduction in brain volume.

Firstly, limited MRI analysis of HD sheep brain has not yet

shown a reduction in volume in any of the regions known to be

affected in humans. Examination of cellular changes in the

striatum of 5 year-old OVT73 sheep has revealed a reduction

in area of the striosome compartment, while striosome number

and matrix area remain unchanged. Similar to the features of

HD in humans is the appearance of HTT aggregates, which

increase in number and distribution within the brain as the

OVT73 sheep age. Huntingtin aggregates are observed in sheep

as young as 18 months of age in multiple cortical regions, with

a slow spread in frequency and to the striatum by age 5,

including the appearance of NII in some cortical sites. Analysis

of biochemical processes in the synaptosomes from HD sheep

provided evidence that synaptic functions are disrupted. These

observations demonstrate that typical HD cellular pathology is

advancing in the OVT73 sheep.

Examination of the motor abilities of the OVT73 sheep has

not identified any difference between transgenics and their

control siblings, even up to age 5 years. However, the recent

finding of altered circadian sleep-wake patterns is a further

indication of progression of HD in this model system. In

addition, where multiple cognitive behaviours are known to

decline in HD, systematic testing of young and old HD sheep

has commenced utilizing assessment protocols especially

developed for sheep.

Alongside characterization of the molecular, cellular and

behavioral phenotypes described, the HD sheep have been used

in trials of an rAAV-based gene therapy vector. Safety and

efficacy of targeted HTT anti-sense shRNAmir rAAV vector

particles infused directly into the striatum of young HD sheep

is being assessed by examination of brain material at 1 and

6 months post-infusion. Significant knockdown of the mutant

HTT transcript and protein in striatal tissue surrounding the site

of infusion has been achieved. These preliminary results

indicate promise for this as a therapeutic approach.

The fact that the appearance of molecular and cellular

pathology and alteration of some behaviors in the OVT73

sheep is quite gradual in nature and presents animals in the pre-

symptomatic stage of HD is of great benefit in allowing

significant opportunities to investigate and to treat the earliest

stages of disease progression. That the sheep can otherwise live

quite a normal life although there is continued, albeit gradual

deterioration, is an advantage.

Using milk from lysozyme transgenic goats to prevent
and treat diseases of the intestine

L.C. Garas, M. K. Hamilton, A. B. Shev, J. D. Murray,
H. Fushing, H. E. Raybould, E. A. Maga

University of California, Davis, USA

The use of transgenic animal products could provide relief

from a variety of diseases. For instance, milk from genetically

engineered goats containing the antimicrobial human lysozyme

(hLZ) has previously been shown to positively impact intesti-

nal bacteria populations and state of the intestine in a healthy

pig model, thus offering the opportunity to influence diseases

of the intestine. In developing countries, infectious diarrhea

remains a significant public health burden as a clean water

supply is not always available and treatments are limited to

fluid replacement therapy, as access to medical services, IV

fluids, or antibiotics is limited. Globally, hundreds of thousands

of children suffer from diarrhea in developing countries, which

is often confounded by malnutrition. In developed countries,

morbidity and mortality rates from infectious diarrhea are

much lower, but there is a much greater prevalence of

inflammatory bowel disease in children and adults, including

diseases such as Crohn’s and colitis. Few non-invasive

treatments are available and include systemic immune sup-

pression or bowel resection, which can both have severe and

life-altering consequences.

Here, we present results from several studies using pigs as a

medical model to test the ability of hLZ goat milk to prevent

enterotoxigenic E. coli infection in both healthy and malnour-

ished animals and to treat inflammatory bowel disease in a

chemically-induced model of colitis. Parameters evaluated

include changes in body mass, complete blood counts, and

differences in intestinal microbiota, histology, permeability,

and gene expression. Additionally, in order to correlate

changes in the multiple parameters measured from each

individual, we are exploring novel ways to analyze data using

a holistic approach to evaluate the model and treatment effect.

The set of all these parameters forms a complex system and we

utilize a novel, pattern recognition method to identify the

structure of the relationships between the parameters at various

scales. Preliminary results from the studies are encouraging

and show that consumption of hLZ goat milk can directly

influence the clinical and subclinical disease state.

While consumers are still wary of ingesting products from

genetically engineered animals, positive results from these

studies could further promote public acceptance of transgenic

animal products in both developed and developing countries.

Regulatory processes, legislation, and public opinion of

genetically engineered animals in developed countries like

the United States set a precedence for other countries to

regulate, gain access to, and benefit from genetically engi-

neered organisms and their products. As a result, it is
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imperative to demonstrate the value of these GE animals in a

context that is directly relevant to consumers in developed

countries, in order to gain support and funding to continue

exploring the myriad ways that GE livestock can be utilized

improve human lives.

High efficient disruption of sheep FGF5 and MSTN gene
by CRISPR/Cas9 RNA injection

Mingjun Liu, Xuemei Zhang, Xinrong Peng, Chenxi Liu,
Jiapeng Lin

Xinjiang Academy of Animal Science, Urumqi, Xinjiang,

People’s Republic of China

CRISPR/cas9 genome editing system has been widely used in

generation of genetic modified animals. However few success-

ful outcomes were documented in farm animals. Aiming at

establishing a high efficient way to engineer sheep genome, we

designed sgRNAs targeting sheep FGF5 and MSTN gene to

generate genome modified sheep by injection of Cas9/sgRNAs

into embryos. Firstly, we performed injection of Cas9/sgRNA

into cytoplasm of IVF embryos. Total of 291 embryos were

subjected to injection of Cas9/Fgf5-sgRNA (155 embryos) or

Cas9/MSTN-sgRNA (136 embryos). Screening the embryos

from 2-cell to blastocyst stage by T7EN digestion and

sequencing, we identified 58 embryos with FGF5 mutation

and 38 embryos with MSTN mutation. The disruption

efficiencies of FGF5 and MSTN targeting were 37.4 and

27.9 % respectively. Then we conducted the approach in

generation of genome modified sheep. For Fgf5 gene targeting,

total of 207 injected embryos were transferred to 110

surrogates and 29 offsprings were born. By T7EN digestion

and sequencing, 17 lambs were identified with in/del modifi-

cation in FGF5 gene. The efficiency of gene modification was

58.6 %. For MSTN gene targeting, 173 injected embryos were

transferred to 92 surrogates and 22 offsprings were born. 9

mutated lambs were screened out by T7EN and sequencing,

with the editing efficiency of 40.9%. Our results showed that

the editing efficiency of FGF5 sgRNA was higher than that of

MSTN sgRNA. The genotypes of mutated individuals exhib-

ited high heterogeneity with various forms of deletions.

GE mosquitos to control dengue fever. Towards
Ae. aegypti suppression in a city of 80,000 inhabitants

D. O. Carvalho, L. Garziera, M. C. Pedrosa,
M. L. Capurro

Universidade de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil

New strategies for mosquito control are under development;

and the genetic manipulation is one choice to the fight against

the mosquito. The Sterile Insect Technique (SIT), which

involves sterilization, mass rearing and release of a great

number of sterile male insects on a target area, was the base for

RIDL (Release of Insect carrying a Dominant Lethal gene)

technology development, once it also comprises mass rearing

and release of male mosquitoes, but instead being sterile, males

transfer a lethal gene to their offspring. PAT (Aedes Trans-

genic Project) was employed in two different aspects. First to

show that the use of a RIDL transgenic line is able to suppress

a mosquito population, and secondarily to demonstrate the

capacity to decrease the number of dengue reported cases. In

doing so, it is possible to evaluate and compare the transgenic

male to the wild-type population under open field conditions in

two areas in the city of Juazeiro (northeast area in Brazil).

Biological aspects such as compatibility, competitiveness

and longevity were analyzed under lab and field conditions. For

field trials, ovitraps were used for monitoring (through the

ovitrap index and number of egg/trap calculation) and female

adult collection using BG Sentinel. All in all, we were able not

only to demonstrate compatibility between wild-type popula-

tion and OX513A line through the presence of fluorescent

larvae, but also a male dispersal up to 200 m, with a recapture of

up to 3.2 days (longevity). Similar parameters were found in

other studies using this same line, or with similar SIT programs,

but using different species, like C. hominivorax and C. capitata.

Around 18 million males released in Itaberaba (one of the

treated areas) were able to suppress Ae. aegypti population in

around 60–70 % during the study period (considering the

number of eggs/trap and ovitrap index). However when

releases have stopped, the number of eggs/trap and also the

ovitrap index increased. Even with a population growth after

male mosquito releases have stopped, no transgenic larvae

were found 6 months period after interruption.

In Mandacaru, the second treated site, the male’s releases

were able to reduce 63% ovitrap index (from 8 to 3 %) and

59 % egg/trap reduction (from 1.97 to 0.80 eggs/trap). For

Mandacaru, a different strategy was chosen after suppression.

Instead of interrupting the releases, there was a modification in

the release rate, decreasing it. In order to check if after

suppression, it was possible to keep this scenario releasing

significantly less mosquitoes/ha. The release rate was then

reduced from 10,300 to 2100 male/ha/week. As result, there

was no change in the ovitrap index, meaning it remains at 3%.

However, according to the number of eggs/trap, there was a

reduction from 0.80 to 0.55 eggs/trap. In other words, even if

there was no difference in the ovitrap index, the number of

eggs/trap decrease, showing that even reducing the release rate

the suppression effect can be kept.

Once PAT was able to show population reduction, the

following step is to demonstrate an impact in the number of

dengue cases using such technology. In order to have more

consistent results, PAT was established in a smaller city than

Jauzeiro, because there it will be possible to treat the whole

urban area. So, the city of Jacobina (250 km South of Juazeiro)

was chosen to answer if the release of transgenic mosquitoes

can reduce the number of dengue cases. The entire urban zone

of Jacobina will be treated using the OX513A transgenic line,

and in addition the standard protocols established by the

minister of health will also be kept in all areas. The urban area

correspond a 49,000 habitants and around 662 hectares. The

strategy is to cover the entire city with transgenic male

mosquitoes, or at least, expel the wild mosquito from the urban

area pushing it treating villages one after another. The

treatment of so many neighborhoods (22 political areas) at

same time, and considering few people move out from this

area, it will be possible, over the time, to correlate the decrease

in the number of dengue cases reported with the increase of

transgenic mosquitoes release event.
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In summary, two areas in Jacobina are receiving around

600,000 mosquitoes weekly. From these releases, it is already

possible to check for the presence of fluorescent larvae in the

ovitraps in these areas, reaching around 85 % (what already

characterize a suppression scenario). In addition, through the

monitoring system (ovitrap index and eggs/trap) these areas

already show a suppression scenario, which reached 79 %

reduction in ovitrap index and 92 % in the number of eggs per

trap when compared to the untreated neighborhoods. A final

observation that will also be held by PAT is the ecological niche

occupation by Ae. albopictus after suppression of Ae. aegypti.

PAT also shows the social aspects, regarding the regulatory

issues, action plan and strategies used before and during the

mosquito release. This work also evaluated people’s perception

when the studies were finished and releases stopped. The

evaluation considering the areas used in this study showed that

different population levels (local, regional, national and inter-

national) did not presented negative opinion about the actions

taken place in Brazil. It was also possible to evaluate people’s

perception regarding their positivity about the project and the

activities (monitoring, mosquito release and others) carried out.

Prospective and perspective views for the use
of the transgenic animal platform for biopharming

L. R. Bertolini1,2, H. Meade2, C. R. Lazzarotto3,
L. T. Martins3, K. C. Tavares3, M. Bertolini3,4,
J. D. Murray5
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University of Rio Grande do Sul (PUC/RS), Porto Alegre,

RS, Brazil; 2LFB, USA; 3Molecular and Developmental

Biology Lab, Health Sciences Center, University of

Fortaleza (UNIFOR), Fortaleza, CE, Brazil; 4Embryology

and Reproductive Biotechnology Lab, School of Veterinary

Medicine, Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul

(UFRGS), Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil; 5Department of Animal
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Therapeutic proteins have a long history, initially being

extracted from animals or even from human sources. With the

approval of recombinant human insulin in 1982 by FDA, the first

approved therapeutic recombinant protein, a huge market for

recombinant therapeutic proteins was envisioned. Since then,

more than 200 recombinant drugs have been approved in the

USA and European Union, representing an increasingly impor-

tant group of pharmaceuticals. The term biopharmaceutics

started to be used in the 1980s to define products generated by

recombinant DNA technology or genetic engineering, which has

dominated the biotech industry in the past 20 years. The

recombinant production of therapeutic proteins for the treatment

of complex human diseases is currently the largest source of

innovation in the pharmaceutical industry. Over the past decade,

themarket for biopharmaceuticals maintained a steady growth of

around 13.3 % per year accompanied by a 4.2 % decrease in the

same period for other types of drugs. In addition, biopharma-

ceuticals account for 55 % of all new approved drugs and 64 %

of drugs in development and/or approval. The marketing growth

became the driving element of all efforts related to the

development of new therapeutic proteins of biological origin,

in which, the transgenesis can constitute a key component.

Among the systems used for production of biopharmaceuticals,

the development of transgenic animals offers particularly

attractive possibilities. The main advantages lie in low produc-

tion costs combined with high productivity and quality of the

synthesized proteins. Transgenic animals have been made using

many strategies that have gradually evolved over the past

decades, including the use of pronuclear microinjection, viral

vectors, transposable elements, sperm-mediated gene transfer,

and embryo or cell transfection for the generation of transgenic

offspring founders. Nonetheless, transgenesis in livestock ani-

mals generally faces many challenges, mainly due to random

transgene integration rates and for the lack of control over

transgene copy number. Recent developments by the use of

specific nucleases have been envisioned as promising tools for

use in genetic engineering. However, for the final approval of any

given recombinant protein for animal or human use, the

production and characterization of bioreactor founders, and the

evaluation of expression patterns and functionality tests are only

the technical part of a long process that also requires regulatory

and administrative decisions, with a large emphasis on biosafety

and on short to long-term effects of transgenic products on

animal and human health. For such reasons, even following the

production of numerous transgenic founders bymany groups and

companies around the world, and the execution of extensive

in vitro and in vivo studies, pre-clinical, and even clinical trials,

performed in some cases for several years, many biotechnology

companies have shut down activities with transgenic animals

over the years. However, the approval of two animal-derived

recombinant proteins for commercial and clinical use (Atryn� by

GTC Biotherapeutics, a human a-antitrombin produced in goat

milk, approved by the EU in Europe in 2006 and by the FDA in

the USA in 2009; and Ruconest� by Pharming Inc., a human C1-

esterase inhibitor in rabbit́s milk used in the treatment of

Hereditary Angioedema, approved in 2010 by the European

Medicines Agency) has boosted the interest by the public and

private sectors for more efficient, safer and economic ways to

generate transgenic founders to meet the increasing demand for

biomedical proteins in the world. This revolutionized the

landscape of scientific and marketing biopharmaceutical possi-

bilities and added much to the reliability of recombinant protein

production system through animal platform using the expression

system in milk, which is one of the most robust system for the

production of biopharmaceutical drugs. Within this scope,

transgenic goats have been widely used due to several advan-

tages. The expression system in the mammary gland is the only

one within the animal platform to generate recombinant proteins

as legalized trade for therapeutic use. The mammary gland

transgene expression systems for the production of functional

proteins in the milk of animals have been proven as a viable

technological alternative to aid in the resolution of problems of

the modern world.

Targeting emerging infectious diseases through animal
biotechnology

Eddie J. Sullivan, Jerry Pommer, Jin-An Jiao, Hua Wu

SAB Biotherapeutics, Inc., Sioux Falls, South Dakota

Polyclonal antibodies (pAbs) have been used as a therapeutic

agent for many years in treating a variety of diseases,

particularly for infectious diseases. One example is the use of
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intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) derived from human

plasma for patients who are immunodeficient. However, current

immunoglobulin products, such as human IVIG, monoclonal

antibodies, and animal-derived pAbs, have known limitations.

Human pAb products require large volumes of plasma from

many convalescent human donors with confirmed high titers in

order to make a commercial product. Although animal-derived

pAbs could be an alternative, they typically have very high

immunogenicity since animal-derived antibody products are

foreign proteins in humans; this can cause a variety of adverse

effects such as severe allergic reactions (anaphylaxis). To

avoid serious side effects, animal antibodies are usually

processed into smaller F(ab) or F(ab0)2 fragments, but this

significantly reduces their half-life and potency. Monoclonal

antibodies can be humanized or chimerized to human Fc

fragments to avoid this. However, they are directed against a

single epitope that may be subject to rapid mutational escape.

This has led to the development of oligoclonal cocktails, but

like monoclonal products, there are difficulties developing and

producing enough product in a timely manner. It is clear that an

innovative and rapid approach that combines the good safety

profile of human polyclonal antibody products with the highly

neutralizing antibody activity derived from hyperimmune

animals is needed.

To address these limitations, SAB has developed the

diversitAbTM platform technology, a transchromosomic (Tc)

bovine production system. Like traditional animal systems, Tc

bovines can be hyperimmunized over a long period of time

with vaccines containing strong adjuvants and/or immune

stimulators, resulting in extremely high titers and potent

neutralizing antibodies against any viral or bacterial target.

However, the bovine immunoglobulin (Ig) lambda and mu (U

and AY) genes are knocked out and a human artificial

chromosome (HAC) vector is introduced to express fully

human polyclonal antibodies [1–4]. This HAC vector consists

of human chromosome 14 fragment, which contains the entire

human Ig heavy chain locus, and human chromosome 2

fragment, which contains the entire human Ig kappa light chain

locus. We have demonstrated high HAC retention rates, normal

rearrangement of human Ig genes, expression of diversified

immunoglobulin transcripts and the presence of large amounts

of human immunoglobulin G (IgG) subtype proteins in bovine

plasma (in the range of 10–15 mg/mL). The resulting human

immunoglobulin protein sidesteps immunoreactivity concerns

associated with traditional animal-derived Ig products, and

most extraneous bovine proteins are removed from the final

product to a very low level (\20 parts per million).

SAB’s platform technology has the advantages of scale,

simplicity, and broad applicability of animal polyclonal

production systems without the toxicity associated with

animal-derived antibodies. Fully human polyclonal antibody

product manufactured from hyperimmune Tc bovine plasma

will provide a novel and safe alternative solution to address

newly emerging infectious diseases. Previously, SAB has

shown efficacy to both the North American (Sin Nombre) and

South American (Andes) strains of the deadly hantavirus [5].

In October of 2014, a unique collaboration consisting of

SAB, Novavax, the Naval Medical Research Center (NMRC),

the US Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases

(USAMRIID), and the Integrated Research Facility, National

Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (IRF NIAID)

among others formed to rapidly produce and evaluate an

experimental fully human hyperimmune polyclonal

immunoglobulin (SAB-139) against EBOV Zaire (EBOV)

and suitable for clinical use. Previous studies have shown the

polyclonal antibodies are protective against the Ebola virus as

both a prophylactic and post-exposure treatment [6]. SAB-139

was produced from the plasma of Tc bovines hyper-immunized

with a recombinant EBOV Guinea (2014) glycoprotein (rGP)

nanoparticle vaccine (Novavax). This vaccine recently pro-

vided 100 % protection to Cynomolgus macaques after two

immunizations when challenged with EBOV Kikwit, and has

entered Phase I clinical trials.

An engineering lot of 99 g SAB-139 was produced to

cGMP specifications and several preliminary non-GLP/vali-

dated in vitro and in vivo studies were conducted or have

begun in preparation for clinical use. The anti-EBOV antibod-

ies in the hyperimmune serum and SAB-139 showed extremely

high rGP binding and potent neutralization titers as measured

by pseudovirion neutralization assay (PsVNA80 titers of

2.5 lg) and plaque reduction neutralization test against EBOV

Kikwit (PRNT80 of 12.5–25 lg). Initial Surface Plasmon

Resonance (SPR) and Antibody Dependent Cellular Cytotox-

icity (ADCC) assays among others are under development as

potential safety and potency assays for cGMP lot release. The

SPR assay demonstrated binding to multiple EBOV rGP

epitopes, including the purported receptor binding domain

(RBD), and the ADCC assay demonstrates that the anti-EBOV

IgG antibodies, rGP and cell signaling complexes activate

human effector cells in vitro. Pseudovirion BSL2 assays to

rapidly evaluate antibody titers in Tc bovine serum/SAB-139

and to assess the potential for antibody dependent enhancement

(ADE) are also under development. Correlation studies with

fully infectious wild type EBOV virus in vitro and in vivo

(Guinea Pig) at BSL4 to qualify these assays are planned.

SAB-139 demonstrated 90 % post-exposure efficacy in

mice challenged with mouse adapted EBOV Zaire (ma EBOV).

Post-exposure efficacy studies in non-human primates (NHPs)

using the EBOV Guinea (Makona) at IRF NIAID began in

June, 2015. Pharmacokinetics (PK) studies in NHPs, maximal

dose ranging studies and pre-clinical GLP toxicity studies in

New Zealand White (NZW) rabbits, and tissue cross reactivity

(TCR) with NIAID DMID funding have shown no cross

reactivity to human tissues and no toxicology at doses lower

than 200 mg/kg (upper range not found).
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New horizons in chicken bioreactor technology

L. R. Herron, A. Sherman, H. Gilhooley, F. Song,
C. Pridans, M. Turnbull, N. Smith, D. A. Hume,
A. C. Gill, H. M. Sang

The Roslin Institute and Royal Dick School of Veterinary

Studies, University of Edinburgh, Easter Bush Campus,

Midlothian, EH25 9RG, UK

We have successfully used our lentiviral vector technology to

produce multiple lines of transgenic hens producing pharma-

ceutical proteins as a component of egg white at industrially-

relevant levels. Characterisation of raw egg white by Western

blot and in vitro assays confirmed protein integrity and

biological activity of interferon alpha 2a, trastuzumab, and

Fc-tagged porcine colony stimulating factor 1 (pCSF1-Fc). Egg

white preparation and purification protocols were devised for

each of these proteins, resulting in significant recovery,

particularly of CSF1-Fc. Quality control analysis showed

levels of purity C95 % after simple two step benchtop

chromatography. In vitro assays of all three purified proteins

and in vivo assays of CSF1-Fc confirmed activity to be as good

as or better than equivalent molecules produced in cell culture.

We are moving on to scale up production and purification, then

perform activity trials in pig models of human diseases for one

of our proteins. Additional opportunities exist in production of

biologics for the animal health market, where cost has typically

been a significant obstacle to access.

Advances in genetic engineering of the avian genome:
‘‘Realising the promise’’

Timothy J. Doran

CSIRO Biosecurity Flagship, Australian Animal Health

Laboratory, Geelong, Victoria, 3220 Australia

Since 1997, the year of the 1st Transgenic Animal Research

Conference, we have seen breakthrough advances in the

genetic modification of the avian genome from the use of

viral vectors and transposons to transform the germline via the

direct manipulation of the chicken embryo, through to the

establishment of primordial germ cell (PGC) cultures allowing

in vitro modification, expansion into populations to analyse the

genetic modifications and then injection of these cells into

embryos to create germline chimeras. We have now reached an

unprecedented time in the history of chicken transgenic

research where we have the technology to introduce precise,

targeted modifications into the chicken genome, ranging from;

new transgenes that provide improved phenotypes such as

increased resilience to economically important diseases (Lyall

et al. 2011); the targeted disruption of immunoglobulin genes

and replacement with human sequences to generate transgenic

chickens that express ‘‘humanised’’ antibodies for biopharming

(Schusser et al. 2013); the deletion of specific nucleotides to

generate targeted gene knockout chickens for functional

genomics (Park et al. 2014).

We are now poised to see new breakthroughs in functional

genomic studies in the chicken, providing the opportunity to set

and test hypotheses in phenotype development and disease

states that until now have been very difficult to establish. The

ability to precisely study host gene function, for example in

host-pathogen interactions, will transform our ability to

understand and control important infections in chickens such

as zoonotic highly pathogenic avian influenza virus (H5N1) or

food bourne pathogens such as Salmonella and Campylobacter.

This will not only greatly benefit functional genomic studies

within the chicken, but offer entirely new ways of controlling

the replication of intracellular pathogens. It was over a decade

ago when Clark and Whitelaw (2003) proposed in their review

‘‘A future for transgenic livestock’’ that the advent of new

methods for modifying genomes will underpin a resurgence of

research using transgenic livestock. They suggested this may

be an important alternative to traditional breeding and could

lead to the generation of farm animals that are more resistant to

infectious disease such as the possibility of genetically

engineering poultry to make them resistant to avian influenza.

The time to realise this example and others has now become a

real possibility. The ability to produce virus resistant livestock

will increase the welfare status of production animals,

contribute to increasing the quality and safety of food

production particularly in intensively reared animals such as

poultry and serve to enhance future food security worldwide.

Perhaps more importantly, developing animals that are resis-

tant to zoonotic viruses with pandemic potential such as H5N1

and H1N1 influenza is a key strategy for reducing the risk of

pandemic emergence in humans (Lyall et al. 2011).

In the near future, we predict that these recent advances in

chicken transgenesis and genome engineering will be readily

applied in other bird species used in research, biotechnology

and agriculture. In zebra finches, a model avian species used in

scientific research, there is the potential to make specific

modifications to the genome and provide new possibilities for

research with translational outcomes for human neuroscience.

The ability to produce ‘‘knock-out’’ birds will enable the

development of new models for a range of diseases and allow

researchers to ask new fundamental biological questions that

have up to now relied on often inappropriate mouse models.

Furthermore, for ducks, turkeys and other avian species of

agricultural importance there is the potential for improvement

in production traits and disease resilience.

We are currently facing a rising tide of concerns about food

safety, the security of food supply and the role that biotech-

nology should play to improve the efficiency and sustainability

of food production. The latest technologies that precisely edit

the genome (e.g. TALEN and CRISPR) have created a new

approach for the precision breeding of poultry for food

production. It is now possible to introduce intra- or inter-

species SNPs into a chicken line for improved productivity.

This should not present the same complexity for regulation as

more traditional transgenic technology does and will challenge

the traditional public perception of genetic modification. It is

possible that this latest development will remove these two

barriers to the acceptance and application of genetic engineer-

ing technology in animal agriculture, clearing a path for the

pioneering research of scientists within this field to impact on

the safe, secure and sustainable production of poultry protein to

the globe.
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Expression of Cre-recombinase in chickens
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Transgenic chickens that are generated though primordial germ

cell technology often contain a selectable marker cassette that

constitutively expresses a selectable marker and/or a pheno-

typic marker in the form of a fluorescent protein. These

selectable marker cassettes have loxP sites on either site of the

cassette, which allows, in the presence of Cre-recombinase, site

specific recombination resulting in the removal of the cassette.

Although the removal of the marker cassette can be done in cell

culture, to retain the fluorescent marker that is beneficial to the

process of chimera evaluation, it is preferable to remove the

selectable marker cassette in vivo. To remove the cassette

in vivo, the chicken containing the marker cassette needs to be

bred to a chicken expressing Cre-recombinase.

Transgenic chickens were generated carrying Cre-recombi-

nase under the control of 3 different promoters: Erni-Cre,

CAG-Cre and B-actin-Cre. The Cre-recombinase constructs

were inserted into the chicken genome using phiC31 integrase-

mediated recombination. Germline transmitting chimeras were

bred to transgenic hens, containing a floxed selectable marker/

GFP expression cassette. Cre activity was assessed by loop-out

of the GFP gene resulting in loss of expression. The activity of

Erni-Cre-recombinase was absent to very low. Only 1 out of 4

independent transgenic chicken lines showed a partial loop out

of the DNA flanked by lox-P sites. Two CAG-Cre-recombinase

and three B-actin Cre-recombinase lines were generated and in

all five lines the Cre-recombinase completely excised the DNA

flanked by loxP sites. The b-actin-Cre transgenic chickens are

currently being grown to sexual maturity.

History and future of GE food animal regulation:
an open request

Kevin D. Wells

Division of Animal Sciences, Animal Sciences Research

Center, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211

Modern biotechnology resulted from of a series of incremental

improvements in the understanding of DNA and the enzymes

that nature evolved to manipulate it. As the potential impact of

genetic engineering became apparent, scientists began the

process of trying to identify the potential unintended conse-

quences. Restrictions to recombinant DNA experimentation

were first self-imposed. Collaborative efforts between scientists

and lawyers formalized an initial set of guidelines. These

guidelines have been used to promulgate regulations around

world. However, the initial guidelines were only intended as

starting point and were motivated by a specific set of concerns.

As new data became available, the guidelines and regulations

should have been adapted to the new knowledge. Instead,

other social drivers drove the development of regulations. For

most species and most applications, a framework was estab-

lished that slowly allows some products to reach the market.

However, genetically engineered livestock that are intended for

food have been left in limbo. To date, no genetically engineered

food animal has been approved. A short history and genetic

engineer’s perspective is presented. In addition, a request

to regulatory agencies is presented for consideration as regula-

tion continues to evolve. Like the transgenes we construct,

regulators appear to have shown preference for the slow, random

progression of evolution over the efficiency of intentional

design.

Glo-ing the distance in animal biotechnology

Alan R. Blake

Chief Executive Officer and Co-founder, Yorktown

Technologies, L.P

As the number of biotech animals available for commercial-

ization increases, it is critical that prospective marketers be

able to successfully navigate the regulatory, intellectual

property, public relations, and distribution channel obstacles

that will undoubtedly stand in their way. It is especially

important that early stage planning reflects the idea that

regulatory clearance is only the first of many steps required for

long-term success in a highly competitive marketplace.

GloFish� fluorescent fish, the first widely commercialized

biotech animal, provides many valuable lessons in this regard.

The focus of this discussion will be to share experiences related

to identifying and navigating key commercialization obstacles,

avoiding common mistakes, and helping prospective marketers

better understand how the broader industry, regulatory, and

political dynamics may impact them. Beyond regulatory

clearance and initial launch, we will explore how to maximize

the likelihood for lasting success through key insights related

to marketing, communications, brand-building and general

business strategies that are uniquely relevant in the case of

biotech animals. The discussion will also include a retrospec-

tive look at perceived vs. actual public relations concerns,

as well as general thoughts on future animal biotechnology

trends.

Environmental risk assessment of genetically engineered
organism using the net fitness approach: validation
of the model

W. M. Muir, R. D. Howard

Department of Animal Sciences, Purdue University,

West Lafayette, IN
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A major concern of regulators and the general public is

environmental safety of genetically engineered organisms. The

net fitness approach was developed as a general method to

predict fate of a transgene if the organism carrying the

transgene escaped or was released into the environment. Fate

of a transgene obeys the mechanisms of natural selection. Such

mechanisms can be classified in terms of life history charac-

teristics, termed fitness components (juvenile and adult daily

survivorship, age at sexual maturity, female fecundity, male

fertility and mating success). A predictive demographic model

based on these fitness components was previously developed to

quantify and predict evolutionary outcomes. In this study the

model was tested using genetically modified zebrafish

(GlofishTM). From initial experiments, we found only one

significant difference in fitness components between the red

and wild-type phenotypes: Mating success of the red males was

lower than that of wild-type males. As expected, the model

predicted strong sexual selection against the transgene. The

accuracy of the predictions was tested in terms of rate of

elimination in a highly replicated multi-generational study in

which more than 18,500 adults were collected from 18

populations across 15 generations. Results confirmed the

predicted loss of the red genotype, for which the frequency

of the transgenic genotypes declined rapidly and was elimi-

nated entirely in all but one population by the 15th generation.

The predicted rate of elimination closely matched the average

rate of transgenic genotype loss. The predictive ability of this

model suggests its utility for assessing evolutionary outcomes

of escaped or released GM animals. The generality of the

model in the context of genotype x environment interactions

will be further discussed.

Pluripotent stem cells, genome editing and chimeric
complementation

Jun Wu, Juan Carlos Izpisua Belmonte

Salk Institute for biological studies, La Jolla, CA, USA

As a mammalian species humans have largely lost their

regeneration capacity to repair tissue damages acquired

through aging, injury and diseases. Organ donation remains

the only viable option for restoring tissue integrity and saving

human lives. The demand for organ transplantation has rapidly

increased worldwide which has subsequently created a severe

shortage of organ donors. Human pluripotent stem cells

(hPSCs) offer the hope to eradicate donor organ shortages

owing to their unlimited proliferation and ability to generate

any tissues in the body. Despite rapid progress over the last

decade, numerous challenges encompassing cell-production

quantity, quality and safety remain to be addressed before full-

fledged clinical application becomes a reality. Moreover,

generation of organs from hPSCs, a much needed breakthrough

to meet the rising demands for organ donors, remains

improbable. This is largely due to our limited understanding

of molecular and genetic processes underlying in vivo tissue/

organ generation, which has been perfected through millions of

years’ evolution.

Nature has evolved a sophisticated and robust system to

generate functional tissues and organs during normal course of

embryo development. The intrinsic genetic program works

seamlessly with extrinsic developmental niches in a perfect

spatiotemporal manner to enable embryonic cells to commit to

specific cell lineages and be organized into higher-order tissue

architectures. Chimeric complementation is based on emptying

these developmental niches created by knocking out

gene(s) critical for the specific tissue/organ development and

use donor chimeric-competent PSCs to colonize the vacant

niche and generate desired cells, tissues, organs and even

whole organism of donor origin. With the advances of

programmable nucleases mediated genome engineering in

zygote, homozygous knockout animals can be generated with

high efficiency. Also, chimeric-competent hPSCs have seen

several promising developments very recently. By combining

the strength of zygote genome editing and chimeric-competent

hPSCs, we propose to establish a novel interspecific chimeric

complementation system for the generation of functional

human organs in a large animal host, the pig. This offers an

attractive platform for realizing hPSCs’ full potential towards

generating clinically relevant cells/tissues/organs.

‘‘Organ niche’’: generation of functional organs
from pluripotent stem cells via interspecies blastocyst
complementation

Hiro Nakauchi

1Institute of Stem Cell Biology and Regenerative Medicine,

Stanford University School of Medicine; 2Division of Stem

Cell Therapy, Center for Stem Cell Biology and

Regeneration Medicine, The Institute of Medical Science,

The University of Tokyo; 3Japan Science Technology

Agency, ERATO, Nakauchi Stem Cell and Organ

Regeneration Project

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are the best studied stem

cells. They have played a flagship role in stem cell biology,

providing a number of conceptual ideas and models. Among

them is the concept of the ‘‘niche’’, a special bone-marrow

microenvironment that by exchanging cues regulates stem-cell

fate (self-renewal, differentiation, hibernation, and prolifera-

tion). The HSC niche also plays an important role in HSC

transplantation. Successful engraftment of donor HSCs criti-

cally depends on myeloablative pretreatment to empty the

niche, such as high-dose irradiation or chemotherapy.

The concept of the stem-cell niche was further extended to

generation of organs. We postulated that an ‘‘organ niche’’

exists in a developing animal and that this niche was empty

when development of an organ is genetically disabled. This

organ niche, we reasoned, should be compensated develop-

mentally by blastocyst complementation using wild-type

pluripotent stem cells. We provided proof of principle of

organogenesis from xenogeneic pluripotent stem cells (PSCs)

in an embryo unable to form a specific organ, demonstrating in

mouse the generation of functionally normal rat pancreas by

injecting rat PSCs into Pdx1-/- (pancreatogenesis-disabled)

mouse embryos. This principle has held in large animals such

as pigs. When pancreatogenesis-disabled pig embryos were

complemented with blastomeres from wild-type pig embryos to

produce chimeric pigs, the chimeras had normal pancreata and

survived to adulthood. Demonstration of generation of a

functional organ from PSCs in pigs is a very important step
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toward generation of human cells, tissues, and organs from

individual patients’ own PSCs in large animals.

The production of multi-transgenic pigs: update
and perspectives for xenotransplantation

Heiner Niemann1,2, Bjoern Petersen1,2

1Institute of Farm Animal Genetics, Friedrich-Loeffler-

Institut, Mariensee, Neustadt a. Rbge., Germany;
2 REBIRTH, Cluster of Excellence, Hannover Medical

School

Allotransplantation is the only effective therapy for end-stage

human organ failure. However, many patients in need do not

receive a suitable organ owing to the ever growing shortage of

human organ donors. More than 60,000 registered patients are

currently waiting for a life-saving organ in the European Union

(http://ec.europa.eu). It is estimated that 4100 patients died

while officially placed on these waiting lists in 2013 within the

28 member states of the European Union. On average, 3

patients die prematurely every day in Germany while waiting

for a new organ. Similar figures have been reported for other

western industrialized countries. These statistics even do not

include the hundreds of thousands of individuals whose organ

failure is not yet sufficiently advanced to meet the criteria to be

eligible for the transplantation waiting list. Thus, functional

porcine xenografts and cells to treat patients with terminal

organ failure would be of tremendous value for human medi-

cine. It has been shown that most of the problems inherent

within xenotransplantation stem from the independent evolu-

tionary adaptation of pigs and primates. These difficulties

affect a number of crucial biological processes, specifically

those involved in the regulation of important molecular cas-

cades, such as coagulation and complement. These issues need

to be adequately addressed if long-term survival of pig organs

transplanted into primates needs to be achieved.

The domestic pig shares many genetic, anatomical and

physiological similarities to humans and the ability to genet-

ically modify pigs significantly enhances their potential as

organ donor. Moreover, the discovery of new molecular tools

to modify complex mammalian genomes such as ZFNs,

TALENs and CRISPR/Cas, and the improved genomic maps

of human and pigs open new avenues towards efficient, precise

and fast modification of the porcine genome. However, prior to

clinical application of porcine xenografts, three major hurdles

have to be overcome: (1) various immunological rejection

responses, incl. HAR (hyperacute rejection response), AVR

(acute vascular rejection), DXR (delayed cellular rejection), (2)

physiological incompatibilities between the porcine organ and

the human recipient, incl. a severe dysfunction of the

coagulation cascade, and (3) the risk of transmitting zoonotic

pathogens from pig to humans.

The generation of pigs with a genetic knockout of the a1.3-
galactosyltransferase gene (GGTA1) was a milestone down the

road towards clinical application of porcine xenografts. The

HAR can now be reliably prevented and significantly extended

survival times after pig-to-baboon xenotransplantation up to a

maximum of 83 days for kidneys and more than 1 year for

heterotopically transplanted hearts have been reported. How-

ever, subsequently porcine xenografts are rejected due to

inflammatory symptoms and severe perturbation of coagula-

tion. Thus, the AVR remains the bottleneck to clinical

xenotransplantation. Non-anti-Gal antibody binding activates

the endothelium and results in cellular damage and thrombotic

microangiopathy. The current view is that long-term survival

of xenografts after transplantation into primates requires

multiple modifications of the porcine genome and a specifically

tailored immunosuppressive regimen compliant with current

clinical standards. This requires the production and character-

ization of multi-transgenic pigs to control HAR, AVR and

DXR. Several candidate genes, incl. hTM, hHO-1, hA20,

CTLA4Ig, have been explored in their ability to improve long-

term survival of porcine xenografts after transplantation into

non-human primates. The presentation will provide an update

on the current status in the production of multi-transgenic pigs

for xenotransplantation which could bring porcine xenografts

closer to clinical application.

Twenty years of TARC: time to accelerate real change

Alison van Eennennaam

Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis, CA

The first transgenic animal research conference (TARC I) was

held in 1997 and the proceedings were summarized in a book

optimistically titled, ‘‘Transgenic Animals in Agriculture’’.

The book contains some interesting quotes, including one

attributed to Dr. Robert Wall, USDA-ARS in Beltsville,

Maryland, who quipped, ‘‘the field of transgenic large animals

is one of the few fields where there are more review papers

than data papers.’’

It is perhaps a useful exercise at this TARC X conference

to go back to some of those original papers and see what

progress we have made over the past 18 years. At the time it

was posited that there were three major limitations to wide-

scale application of transgenic technology to improve farm

animals: (1) lack of knowledge concerning the genetic basis

of factors limiting production traits, (2) identification of tissue

and developmentally-specific regulatory sequences for use in

developing gene constructs, expression vectors and in gene

targeting, and (3) establishment of novel methods to increase

the efficiency of transgenic animal production. Considerable

progress has been made in all three of these areas in the past

2 decades.

Despite the hopeful projection offered by Dr. George Seidel

of the Animal Reproduction and Biotechnology Laboratory at

Colorado State University, ‘‘At this point in evolution, human

society places great emphasis on applications of science and

technology. Since use of transgenic technology in farm

animals, almost by definition, is an application, this will be

viewed favorably by both public and private funding sources’’,

limited progress has been made in the commercialization of

transgenic animals. Pharmaceutical proteins ATryn� and

Ruconest�, produced in transgenic goats and rabbits, respec-

tively, have been approved in both the European Union and the

United States. Several varieties of fluorescent transgenic

aquarium fish are being marketed throughout the United States

as GloFish�, and open field trials of genetically engineered

male insects produced by Oxitec have been carried out in
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several countries to reduce the population numbers for disease-

spreading pests. However, no transgenic animal has yet been

approved for food purposes anywhere in the world, despite an

ongoing long-term attempt by AquaBounty to obtain a U.S.

regulatory decision for their fast-growing Atlantic salmon.

The lack of progress on agricultural applications can be

attributed to a scarcity of both public and private funding

sources, and the absence of a clear path to market. Starting in

the mid-2000 s, the annual USDA request for grant applica-

tions included the following ominous text, ‘‘Applications

whose primary aim is to improve the efficiency in the

production of clones or transgenic animals through manipula-

tion of the nucleus will no longer be accepted by the Animal

Genome program’’. This directive continued for almost a

decade. There has likewise been little private sector interest in

taking transgenic food animals, such as the phytase-expressing

EnviropigTM, through an expensive and unpredictable regula-

tory process. In the absence of any approved food animal

applications, there has been little support or market pull for

transgenic animals from the livestock breeding sector.

As a scientific community, we have continued to make

progress in transgenic animal research methods, funded mostly

by granting sources interested in the biomedical application of

transgenic animals, and also the USDA Biotechnology Risk

Assessment Grant (BRAG) program. This program has funded

research to test some nontraditional hypotheses to provide

rigorous scientific data for risk assessments. Dr. Matthew

Wheeler, University of Illinois, answered the question of

whether transgenes can be transferred directly from transgenic

pigs to control swine by physical association or contact, by

mating, or from a transgenic dam to her non-transgenic

offspring during lactation. Spoiler alert # 1: The data showed

no transfer. In another project, Dr. Elizabeth Maga, University

of California, Davis (UCD) answered the question of whether

transgenic goats expressing lysozyme in their milk behave

differently to control goats. Spoiler alert # 2: The data showed

no difference.

In the first chapter of ‘‘Transgenic Animals in Agriculture’’,

Dr. Jim Murray, UCD wrote, ‘‘Our role as scientists,

consumers, and regulators is, in part, to decide at what level

or stages and to what degree the development of agriculturally

important transgenic animals must be monitored and regulated

to ensure consumer safety and animal well-being, and address

societal concerns. A further corollary to this responsibility is to

ensure that the consuming public understands the processes to

the extent that they can accept government approval of such

animals in the food chain.’’ I would argue that less progress has

been made in this area. In the chapter penned by Dr. Joy

Mench, UCD, which focused on the ethics and animal welfare

of transgenic farm animals, she warned, ‘‘In the past scientists

have tended to isolate themselves from these debates. This

posture needs to change. Scientists need to become full and

fully informed participants in the debate about the ethical

effects of the technologies that their work is instrumental in

developing. Otherwise, consumer confidence in science and

scientists may well be lost.’’

Is it finally time for the transgenic animal scientific

community to take these suggestions to heart and address both

the regulatory impasse and the consumer concerns head on?

The current recombinant DNA (rDNA) process-based trigger

for regulatory evaluation of transgenic animals is

disincentivizing the development of beneficial transgenic

animal applications. As a community, we need to push for

sensible regulatory reform. Regulatory effort should be

proportional to the risks posed by the product. Required

regulatory studies should be hypothesis-driven based upon the

novel attributes of new varieties in relation to known risks

associated with existing varieties, and not on the breeding

method used to develop the new variety.

The closing speaker at the 1997 conference, Dr. George

Seidel suggested, ‘‘One mistake that animal scientists are

rightly accused of making is to emphasize production traits

when low production is not a problem. More attention needs to

be paid to non-production traits such as animal welfare, animal

health, consumer acceptance, and so on.’’ I contend that we

now have applications that address these non-production traits

and it is time for scientists to more effectively communicate

the compelling narratives associated with the potential benefits

of these technologies. It would be ironic if, as was portended

by Joy Mench at TARC I in 1997, ‘‘genetic engineering turned

out to be the fastest and best solution for some of the welfare

problems that we have created using traditional breeding

methods like leg problems in broilers.’’

Scientific and technological advances in disparate animal

breeding research communities over the past two decades are

now undergoing a form of scientific convergent evolution. The

thousands of SNP markers discovered through livestock

sequencing projects, the information obtained from numerous

genome wide association studies, the discovery of causative

SNP (QTNs), the development of genomic selection statistical

methodology to include molecular data in genetic merit

estimates, genome editing techniques, and transgenic tech-

nologies are all useful individually. But collectively, they offer

a powerful approach to accelerate real genetic change in our

food animal species to the advantage of food security and

agricultural sustainability globally.

Poster Abstracts

Generation of B cell-deficient pigs by highly efficient
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene targeting

Fengjiao Chen, Ying Wang, Yilin Yuan, Wei Zhang,
Zijian Ren, Yong Jin, Xiaorui Liu, Qiang Xiong, Manling
Zhang, Xiaokang Li, Lihua Zhao, Lining Zhang, Ze Li,
Zhaoqiang Wu, Juan Huang, Rongfeng Li, Yifan Dai

State Key Laboratory of Reproductive Medicine and

Jiangsu Key Laboratory of Xenotransplantation, Nanjing

Medical University, Nanjing, Jiangsu 210029, China

To generate large animal models for producing human

antibody repertoires, the first step is to create B cell-deficient

pigs. Here, we applied the clustered regularly interspaced short

palindromic repeat (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated (Cas) sys-

tem to target the JH region of the pig IgM heavy chain gene in

primary porcine fetal fibroblasts (PFFs). The targeting effi-

ciency of the CRISPR/Cas9 system on PFFs in our study

reached to 53.3 %, and the biallelic mutation rate was 13.3 %,

which was much higher than that of the traditional homologous

recombination. With the aid of somatic cell nuclear transfer

(SCNT) technology, three piglets with biallelic IgM heavy
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chain gene mutation were produced. The piglets showed no

antibody-producing B cells which indicated the biallelic

mutation on IgM heavy chain gene effectively knocked out

the function of the IgM heavy chain and resulted in a B cell-

deficient phenotype. Our study indicates that the CRISPR/Cas9

system combined with SCNT technology is an efficient

approach for genome editing in pigs.

Establishment of porcine transgenic cell-line as research
model for human cancer

Jung-Taek Kang1, Kiho Lee3, Daekee Kwon1, Bumrae
Cho1, Eun-Jin Lee1, Yun-Jin Yun1, Sunmi Ahn1, Jinseok
Lee1, Dal-Young Ji1, Kwang-Wook Park1,2

1MGENPLUS Biotechnology Research Institute, Seoul

153-781, Korea; 2Department of Animal Science and

Technology, Sunchon National University, Sunchon

540-742, Korea; 3Department of Animal and Poultry

Sciences, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, USA

Cancer has been studied using a variety of animal models. But,

limitations inherent to each model have slowed the clinical

advancement of therapies, which necessitates the development

of novel large-animal models. Recently, because of their

anatomical and physiological similarities, the pigs can be

considered as a useful animal model for the human disease

such as cancer. So, more realistic pig model allows for new

experimental research in the treatment option of the human

disease. Also, with recent developments in genome editing

technology using meganucleases such as Crispr/cas9 system,

genetically modified pigs were generated more easily and

efficiently. In this study, we established porcine cell line which

have defective PTEN or RUNX3 gene known to be tumor

suppressor gene through Crispr/cas9 vector for development of

cancer research models. First, specific Crispr/cas9 vector was

designed to induce a double-strand break on the PTEN or

RUNX3 gene, respectively. The each targeting vector was

transfected into porcine fibroblasts by electroporation. Then,

mutations of harvested cells were confirmed by genomic

sequencing. As a result, we took PTEN (24/72, 33.3 %) or

RUNX3 (28/200, 14.0 %) knock-out cell lines with biallelic

modification, respectively. These fibroblasts provided as donor

cells for somatic cell nuclear transfer, followed by embryo

transfer to generate knock-out pigs. Some surrogate established

a pregnancy and is due to farrow soon. If genetically modified

piglets are produced, their offspring could be useful sources for

human cancer research.

Utilizing CRISPR technology to knockout Juno
in the pig

K. Zacanti, M. Vilarino, P. Ross, T. Berger

Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis, CA

Fertilization involves the fusion of egg and sperm to re-

constitute a diploid genome and initiate the development of

new progeny. To achieve successful fertilization, sperm

undergo an acrosome reaction, penetrate the zona pellucida,

bind to the oocyte’s plasma membrane, and finally, fuse with

this plasma membrane. Inoue et al. demonstrated that Izumo1,

a protein present under the acrosomal cap of sperm, is essential

for sperm-egg fusion in the mouse. The murine oocyte surface

receptor for Izumo1, folate receptor 4 (Folr4, also known as

Juno), was recently discovered by Bianchi et al. Bianchi and

her co-workers have demonstrated (1) that Juno interaction

with Izumo1 is conserved across several mammals including

the pig, (2) that Juno is essential for fertility in female mice,

and (3) that Juno is rapidly shed from the plasma membrane of

fertilized eggs, suggesting Juno may also have a role in

blocking polyspermy. To determine whether or not Juno is

essential for fertilization in swine, Clustered Regularly Inter-

spaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) technology is

being utilized to knockout Juno in the pig genome. This RNA-

guided endonuclease technology requires a guide RNA

(gRNA) sequence that specifically targets a sequence in Juno

and an endonuclease, CRISPR associated (Cas) nuclease, Cas9.

By injecting gRNA/Cas9 complexes into one-cell embryos,

Cas9 localizes to the target sequence, creates a double strand

break, and disrupts Juno. This knockout will demonstrate

whether or not Juno is essential for fertilization in swine.

Advancing our knowledge of fertilization has the potential to

increase reproductive efficiency and the possibility of devel-

oping new contraceptives and fertility treatments.

Genome editing of the bovine beta lactoglobulin locus

S. Wagner1, J. Wei1, D. Lu1,2, P. Maclean1, J. Mccracken1,
S. Delaney1, L. Popovic1, S. Cole1, D. F. Carlson3,
S. C. Fahrenkrug3, G. Laible1

1AgResearch, Ruakura, Hamilton, New Zealand; 2China

Agriculture University, Beijing, China; 3Recombinetics,

St. Paul, MN, United States

The recent development of designer nucleases such as zinc

finger nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector

nucleases (TALENs) and clustered regularly interspaced short

palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated protein 9

(Cas9) allows for the efficient and precise introduction of

genetic change in livestock genomes. We chose to inactivate

the gene encoding bovine beta-lactoglobulin, a major allergen

in cow’s milk, utilizing either somatic cell nuclear transfer with

designer nuclease-treated donor cells or injection of designer

nucleases into zygotes for the generation of cows with

hypoallergenic milk. Initially, we focused on the injection

route and showed that injections of ZFN-encoding mRNA or

DNA induced small deletions and insertions at the beta-

lactoglobulin (LGB) target locus in 30–80 % of embryos. Next,

to more precisely change the LGB sequence, we co-injected

ZFNs or TALENs with DNA oligonucleotides (ODNs) as

sequence donors. Analysis of co-injected embryos showed

targeted changes in up to 33 % (ZFNs) and 46 % (TALENs) of

blastocysts. Deep sequencing analysis of selected embryos

revealed some fully modified embryos implying that genome

editing by zygote injections enables the one-step generation of

non-mosaic livestock animals with pre-designed biallelic

modifications. To generate such animals, we performed

biopsies prior to the embryos’ vitrification. Pre-implantation

analysis of the biopsies allowed us to restrict the transfer to
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those embryos that are highly modified thereby avoiding the

costly generation of animals that are unlikely to carry the

desired modification. In addition to small targeted changes

induced by ODN donors, we have also deleted the entire LGB

locus both by zygote injections and transfection of cells using

combinations of a ZFN, TALENs or CRISPRs excising the

gene. Extending on this, we show that co-transfection with a

targeting vector facilitates replacement of LGB in cells

although at a considerably lower efficiency than for ODN-

induced modifications or LGB excision.

Identification and gene targeting of the ROSA26 locus
in the rabbit genome

Dongshan Yang1, Jun Song1, Jifeng Zhang1, Jie Xu1,
Tianqing Zhu1, Zhong Wang2, Liangxue Lai3,
Y. Eugene Chen1

1Center for Advanced Models for Translational Sciences

and Therapeutics, University of Michigan Medical Center,

Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA; 2Department of Cardiac

Surgery, Cardiovascular Research Center, University of

Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA; 3Guangzhou

Institutes of Biomedicine and Health, Chinese Academy of

Sciences, Guangzhou, 510530, China

In mouse, the Rosa26 locus is particularly useful for genetic

modification as it can be targeted with high efficiency in ES

cell lines and the transgene is expressed stably and ubiqui-

tously. The Rosa26 locus is found conserved in a variety of

species, including humans, rats, and pigs. It was not known,

however, whether the Rosa26 locus exists in the rabbit genome,

and if so, does this locus possess similar characteristics of those

in the other species. Through genomic sequence homology

searching, we identified a rabbit orthologue of the mouse

Rosa26 locus, which, as predicted, is a long non coding RNA

(lncRNA) gene. Realtime-PCR experiment showed that this

lncRNA was expressed ubiquitously and stably in different

rabbit tissues. We next utilized the CRISPR/CAS9 technology

to validate if the rabbit Rosa26 (rbRosa26) locus is amendable

to gene targeting, and whether the transgene be reliably and

safely expressed. We designed a sgRNA targeting the

presumptive rabbit rbRosa26 locus. This sgRNA, together

with Cas9 mRNA and a homologous recombination donor

plasmid containing an EGFP cDNA, were microinjected into

the pronuclear stage rabbit embryos. After embryo transfer, 3

founder rabbits carrying EGFP at the rbRosa26 locus,

confirmed by PCR and sequencing, were produced. One

founder has reached sexual maturity, and was proven germline

transmitting. The F1 generation rbRosa26-EGFP rabbits

(n = 4) all appear health, and express EGFP ubiquitously

throughout their bodies, which indicates that the rabbit Rosa26

locus conserves functions of its orthologues in rodents, porcine

and human. Successful identification and targeting of the

rbRosa26 locus provides a useful tool to the transgenic research

in this important biomedical animal model species, as it

overcomes problems of random insertion, and expected to

allow diverse genetic manipulations, including gain-of func-

tion, conditional knock out and lineage-tracing studies.

Activation of pluripotency genes using CRISPR/dCas9
system

M. Vilarino1, J. Meckler2, D. J. Segal2, J. P. Ross1

1Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis, CA; 2Genomic Center, University of California,

Davis, CA

Successful reprogramming of differentiated human somatic cells

to a pluripotent state can be accomplished by ectopic expression

of reprograming factors and includes reactivation of endogenous

pluripotency related genes. In order to bypass the need for

overexpressing exogenous factors we used CRISPR/dCas9 to

induce reactivation of endogenous reprogramming genes. To

accomplish this, a mutated Cas9 (dCas9) without endonuclease

activity was fused to the transcriptional activation domainVP64.

dCas9-VP64 and gRNA constructs targeting upstream promoter

sequences ofOCT4, SOX2,NANOG, c-MYC and KLF4were co-

transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 into HEK293T cells. For

each of reprogramming gene, we used five gRNAswithin 1 kb of

the transcription start site. Two days following transfection the

expression of the target genes was evaluated by real-time RT-

PCR analysis. Transfection efficiencies were determined by

fluorescence microscopy after delivery of a control GFP

expression plasmid. The results are expressed as fold increases

in mRNA expression of the gene of interest normalized to HPRT

expression. We observed gene activation in all cases when each

gene was individually targeted (4.9, 25.7, 40.7, 55.8 and 3.4 fold

changes for OCT4, SOX2, NANOG, KLF4 and c-MYC, respec-

tively). Then, we performed multiple gene activations by co-

transfecting all gRNAs simultaneously (5 genes, 25 gRNAs).We

again observed gene activation in all cases (13, 4.0, 36.8, 12.9

and 2.1 fold changes for OCT4, SOX2, NANOG, KLF4, and c-

MYC, respectively). These results demonstrate that activation of

multiple endogenous genes simultaneously is possible, and

support the hypothesis that CRISPR/dCas9 system could be used

to reprogram somatic cells to a pluripotent state.

Meganuclease I-SceI Mediated Transgenesis in Cattle
by Different Assisted Reproductive Biotechnologies

N. M. Ortega1, T. Fanti1, C. Herrera1,2, F. Mañas3,
P. Bosch3, N. Mucci4, G. G. Kaiser4, A. A. Mutto1

1Instituto de Investigaciones Biotecnológicas, Universidad

Nacional de San Martı́n, Argentina; 2Vetsuisse Faculty,

University of Zurich; 3Universidad Nacional de Rio Cuarto,

Argentina; 4INTA Balcarce, Argentina

Assisted reproductive biotechnologies such as SCNT and ICSI-

sperm mediated gene transfer (ICSI-SMGT) enable generation

of genetically modified animals. Meganuclease I-SceI transge-

nesis was capable of significantly increasing the functional

integration of plasmid DNA into bovine genome as has been

reported in embryos of other vertebrates. It́s mechanism re-

mains unknown up to now. Here, we generated transgenic

bovine embryos by SCNT and ICSI-SMGT. Our strategy

involves the simultaneous presence inside the cell of a

restriction enzyme (I-SceI) and a plasmid carrying cassettes

for a fluorescent protein -ZsGreen1- and neomycin
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phosphotransferase (transgene), inversely flanked by restriction

sites for the meganuclease. We performed an alternative

approach by coinjecting transgene plus the enzyme along with

the spermatozoon (ICSI-SMGT). Finally, injection of the

transgene alone or the transgene plus I-SceI inside MII oocytes

prior to IVF was tested. Embryos were cultured in vitro.

Developmental and transgene expression rates was assayed.

Cleavage rates evaluated at day 2 post micromanipulation were

22.77 % (41/180); 60.00 % (33/55); and 36.36 % (20/55)

respectively showing statistically significant differences

(P\ 0.05) among them. Transgenic blastocyst rates were

statistically significant different (P\ 0.05) for embryos gen-

erated by SCNT and ICSI-SMGT respectively (3.33 %, 6/180

vs 10.90 %, 6/55). ZsGreen1-expressing embryos 75 % (6/8)

were obtained with high efficiency using the ICSI-SMGT in

combination with I-SceI; however, no embryos developed

using injection prior to IVF. Genomic integration of the

transgene was analyzed. In conclusion, these data show that

there is no negative effect of I-SceI on in vitro embryo

development. To our knowledge, this is the first time that

transgenic bovine embryos have been produced by SCNT

and ICSI-SGMT using I-SceI. In conclusion, since ICSI-

SGMT prevents animal health risks associated with SCNT,

meganuclease in combination with genetically engineered

endonucleases like ZFN, TALEN and CRISPR/Cas9 system

could facilitate targeted transgenesis in large animal models for

agricultural and biomedical applications with minimal bio-

safety concerns.

Efficient production of transgenic lambs by cytoplasmic
injection with Sleeping Beauty transposition plasmids

R. J. Bevacqua1, R. Fernandez-Martin1, A. Gibbons2,
N. Canel1, F. Lange3, O. Taboga4, W. Kues5, S. Ferraris3,
D. Salamone1

1Laboratorio de Biotecnologı́a Animal, FAUBA, Buenos

Aires, Argentina; 2Estación Experimental Bariloche, INTA,

Argentina; 3Laboratorio de Clonación y Transgénesis,

Universidad Maimónides, Buenos Aires, Argentina;
4Instituto de Biotecnologı́a del CICVyA, INTA Castelar;
5Friedrich-Loeffler-Institut, Institut für Nutztiergenetik,

Mariensee, Germany

Almost twenty years ago, the molecular reconstruction of

Sleeping Beauty transposon from salmonid genomes (Ivics

et al. 1997) expanded the utility of transposon-based technolo-

gies to vertebrates. More recently, Venus transgenic pigs and

cattle were produced by simple cytoplasmic injection of the

hyperactive SB100X system (Garrels et al. 2011, 2015). The

objective of this work was to produce transgenic lambs coding

for human recombinant Factor IX (hrFIX) in the milk by

cytoplasmic injection with plasmids coding for Sleeping

Beauty transposition system. To this aim, 12 donor sheep

were superovulated and subjected to laparoscopic artificial

insemination by standard procedures. Zygotes were collected

from the oviducts and cytoplasmically microinjected with

plasmids coding for Sleeping Beauty 100X transposase (5 ng/

ll) and for BLGhrFIX transposon (10 ng/ll). After microin-

jection, zygotes were transferred into the oviduct of surrogate

ewes. In total, 107 zygotes were microinjected, and 33 of them

were transferred to 11 surrogate sheep. A total of 4 (36.4 %)

pregnancies were established, and 5 (45.5 %) lambs were born.

Three of the newborns were transgenic (60 %). Two of them

were highly mosaic, showing signals of the transgene only in

liver and placenta (this could be checked only in one of the

animals, as the other placenta could not be recovered); while

the third one showed signals of the transgene in most of the

tissues analyzed (skin, kidney, placenta, muscle and cells

derived from testis and umbilical cord). No signals of the

transposase SB100X plasmid were detected in the tissues of the

animal, indicating that the plasmid was not integrated. The

lamb died 2 days after its birth of cardiopulmonary arrest.

Southern blot results showed bands compatible to three

integrations of the transgene. These results are clear proof that

Sleeping Beauty transgenesis by simple cytoplasmic injection

of plasmids can be used to produce transgenic domestic species

of pharmaceutical interest with high efficiency and simplicity.

Production of a biosimilar antibody for Cetuximab
in the milk of transgenic goats

G. Laible1, S.-A. E. Cole1, B. K. Brophy1, M. J. Wright1,
M. C. Berg1, A. A. Cullum1, S. R. Delaney1, F. C. Oback1,
J. E. Oliver1, D. P. Pollock2, W. G. Gavin2, D. N. Wells1,
H. M. Meade2

1AgResearch Ruakura Research Centre, Hamilton, New

Zealand; 2LFB USA, Inc., Framingham, MA, USA

Biopharming with transgenic animals is an attractive approach

for producing recombinant therapeutic proteins. Goats in

particular are well suited due to their relatively short gestation

period, good milk yield and as they have been fully validated

for the production of recombinant therapeutics. In this study

we have generated transgenic goats expressing a biosimilar

version of Cetuximab, a monoclonal antibody to epidermal

growth factor receptor used in the treatment of specific

cancers.

Primary female fetal fibroblasts were co-transfected with

two constructs directing the expression of the heavy chain (HC)

and light chain (LC) of Cetuximab to the mammary gland.

Transgenic cell clones were isolated following antibiotic

selection and nine cell clones representing a range of different

transgene copy numbers were used to generate transgenic

founders by nuclear transfer. Between 1 and 4 live kids were

born for each of the founder lines. The production efficiency

for live kids per transferred embryos was on average 4.7 %

(1.0–8.1 %). The kids were induced into lactation from

10 weeks of age. All high to medium copy number lines had

high Cetuximab expression but either failed to lactate or shut

down lactation within 2 weeks. The low copy number lines

generally lactated well and two of these lines also showed good

antibody expression levels of up to 25 g/L. In addition, analysis

of the antibody’s glycosylation pattern demonstrated that the

goat produced Cetuximab does not contain the a-1,3-galactose
modification which is present in the approved innovator drug

manufactured in SP2/0 mouse cells and a known cause of

adverse reactions in patients.

In summary we have successfully produced two goat lines

that are able to maintain lactation and express Cetuximab up to

5–25 g/L. Differences in the glycosylation suggest that the goat
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produced antibody may have superior properties compared to

the approved drug.

Factors influencing the somatic cell nuclear transfer
efficiency in pig

Y. Jin, M. Zhang, X. Ju, X. Liu, S. Liang, Q. Xiong,
L. Zhao, F. Chen, X. Li, L. Zhang, J. Cheng, W. Zhang,
Y. Wang, H. Yang, Y. Dai, R. Li

Jiangsu Key Laboratory of Xenotransplantation, Nanjing

Medical University, Nanjing 210029, China

Increasingly pigs are becoming an important model for

biomedical research. However, the somatic cell nuclear

transfer (SCNT) efficiency in pigs is very low. Based on a

data set with 10015 reconstructed embryos and 75 recipients

performed in our Lab in the past 1.5 years, we accessed the

effects of donor cell characters, transferred embryo number,

the culturing interval between nuclear transfer and embryo

transfer and recipient estrus synchronization treatment on pig

cloning efficiency. The results demonstrated that the cells at

high confluence ([90 %) used as donor cell before freezing

and just after thawing resulted in higher overall cloning

efficiency (2.2, 3.8 %)(defined as the number of offspring born

per SCNT embryos transferred) compared with the fresh cells

in 60–80 % confluence (1.1 %) and 80–90 % (1.5 %) conflu-

ences. Although the delivery rate and overall cloning efficiency

was not different when cells with gene inserted randomly (22.2,

1.1 %) and cells with gene knocked-out (23.5, 2.0 %) were

used as donor cells, they were lower compared with wild type

cells as donor cells (53.9, 2.8 %). Different cell generation

from 4th to 6th also compromised pregnancy rate (40.0, 42.9

and 44.4 %) and delivery rate (10.0, 42.9 and 44.4 %)

compared with the 1st generation cells (66.7 and 66.7 %),

however 7th and 8th generation cells did not make piglet. The

number of transferred SCNT blastocysts (30–49, 50–69 and

70–110) did not significantly affect the cloning efficiency, the

blastocyst derived from 5 days in vitro culture after SCNT got

significant higher pregnancy rate (36.7 %), delivery rate

(31.7 %) and overall cloning efficiency (1.98 %) compared

with one-cell to two-cell SCNT embryos from overnight

culture after SCNT (20.0, 10.0 and 0.4 %). The recipient

treated with chemicals for estrus synchronization resulted in

higher pregnancy rate (50.0 %) and overall cloning efficiency

(0.4 %) compared with untreated recipients (20.0, 0.4 %). Our

data might be helpful for improving SCNT efficiency in pig.

Production of recombinant immunogenic proteins
to create multivalent subunit vaccines for zoonotic
diseases

C. Pinzon1, C. Lazzarotto2, S. Lotti3, A. M. Arenas-
Gamboa4, M. Westhusin1, N. Singh1, M. Golding1,
M. B. Wheeler3, L. Bertolini2, C. Long1

1Reproductive Science Complex, Department of Veterinary

Physiology and Pharmacology, College of Veterinary

Medicine and Biomedical Sciences, Texas A&M

University, College Station, Texas, USA; 2Health Sciences

Center, University of Fortaleza, Fortaleza, Brazil; 3Animal

Sciences Laboratory, University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign, Urbana, Illinois, USA; 4Department of

Veterinary Pathobiology, College of Veterinary Medicine

and Biomedical Sciences, Texas A&M University, College

Station, Texas, USA

Zoonotic diseases can cause illness, permanent disability, and

even death in animals and humans alike. Developing countries

suffer the most, with an estimation of 2.4 billion infections per

year, causing widespread illness and 2.2 million human deaths.

The direct cost of zoonotic diseases over the last decade has been

estimated to be more than $20 billion with over $200 billion of

indirect losses, that deepen poverty, destroy livelihoods, and

undermine food security and food safety. Future biosecurity

strategies must embrace the One Health perspective and deliver

protection to both human and animals alike.

Vaccination is the most effective tool to combat and

eradicate zoonotic diseases. Strategies that simultaneously

deliver vaccines in both the human and animal populations

need to be developed. To generate such recombinant vaccines,

we propose to apply an innovative platform that allows a quick

production and screening of multiple target antigens. Facili-

tating the identification of the best antigens to begin a large-

scale production using the mammary gland as a bioreactor.

Tagged versions (His, Myc or Flag) of the most promising

antigens of different zoonotic organisms including; Tubercu-

losis, Brucellosis, Leptospirosis, Q fever, Trypanosomiasis,

Rabies and Porcine Cysticercosis were generated. Sequences

encoding these proteins were incorporated into a polycistronic

construct by using the viral T2A sequence, which allows for

the efficient production of multiple peptides from a single

mRNA in nearly equimolar amounts. Sequences encoding

these antigens were ordered as synthetic oligonucleotides and

cloned into an expression vector (pAdTrack-CMV) of the

AdEasy system. Recombinant proteins were produced in two

different cell lines (HEK 293 and MAC-T). Cell lysates and

supernatants were examined for tagged proteins using western

blot analysis. Recombinant adenovirus will be used to trans-

duce the caprine mammary gland and tagged proteins purified

from milk for further characterization of immune response.

Pregnancy and birth of calves derived from in vitro-
matured oocytes injected with lentiviral vector carrying
GFP gene

L. S. A. Camargo1, F. S. Goncalves1, M. M. Pereira1,
L. G. B. Siqueira1, J. R. Toledo2, N. C. Parra2,
C. C. R. Quintao1, J. H. M. Viana1

1Embrapa Dairy Cattle, Juiz de Fora, MG, Brazil;
2Universidad de Concepcion, Concepcion, Chile

Lentiviral vectors derived from human immunodeficiency virus

(HIV) can be used to generate transgenic farm animals as pigs

(Hofmann et al. 2003, EMBO Reports 4: 1054–1060) and

sheep (Lillico et al. 2011, Transgenic Res 20:441–442). In

cattle, lentiviral vectors can be associated to in vitro fertiliza-

tion to generate in vitro-produced transgenic embryos

(Hofmann et al. 2004, Biol Reprod, 71:405–409) as an

alternative to nuclear transfer with transgenic somatic cells
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(SCNT), which efficiency in generating live animals is

generally lower than 10 % (Panarace et al. 2007, Theriogenol-

ogy 67:142–151). In this study we aimed to evaluate the

pregnancy and birth rates of in vitro-produced bovine blasto-

cysts derived from in vitro-matured oocytes injected with

lentiviral vector carrying GFP gene with a CMV promoter.

Eleven blastocysts derived from oocytes injected with lentivi-

ral vectors into perivitelline space were transferred to eleven

recipients previously synchronized, and pregnancies were

monitored by ultrasonography until birth. Five recipients

became pregnant (45.4 %; 5/11 embryos). From these five

pregnancies, one ended in abortion in the 8th month of

gestation and four were born. Two newborns died few hours

after birth (18.2 %; 2/11 embryos) without any apparent

morphological abnormalities and two survived beyond

6 months (18.2 %; 2/11 embryos). The overall mean gestation

length was 272.5±5.7 days, with 268.0±7.0 days for those

calves that survived and 277.0±1.4 days for those that died

after birth. PCR analysis was carried out to detect the GFP gene

in skin biopsies, umbilical cord and blood cells collected from

the four newborns. Only one (25 %; 1/4) newborn showed PCR

product for GFP gene in all tissues and replicates analyzed,

which is in agreement with our previous data that showed that

28.5 % blastocysts were GFP positive under epifluorescence

stereoscope (Camargo et al. 2014, Transgenic Res 23:204). We

confirm that lentiviral vectors system can be used to generate

calves with genetic modification; nevertheless, it still requires

improvement to reduce calf losses after birth and increase the

proportion of genetically engineered newborns.

Financial support: Fapemig and CNPq.

Developing knockout chickens in one generation
via sperm transfection with PGE tools

C. A. Cooper, A. Challagulla, K. Jenkins, T. Wise,
T. O’neil, K. Morris, M. Tizard, T.J. Doran

CSIRO Health and Biosecurity, Australian Animal Health

Laboratory, Geelong, VIC, Australia

Avian species with gene knockouts hold great potential for

agriculture, medicine, and conservation. Using current methods

it takes two generations to establish a knock-out breeding flock,

thus finding a way to establish a breeding flock in one

generation would save time, money, and reduce the number of

animals needed. A possible solution is using sperm as a

delivery system for PGE tools. Traditional SMGT is very

inefficient because it relies on random breaks occurring in the

genome. Thankfully, new genome engineering tools like

CRISPR and TALENs are very effective at producing double

stranded DNA breaks at precise locations. To test delivery of

PGE tools via sperm we collected semen from GFP and

wildtype (WT) roosters, transfected the sperm with cas9

mRNA and 2 GFP guide RNAs, and inseminated GFP and WT

hens. At day 11 we found 53 live embryos, 32 of those embryos

resulted from GFP# WT$ inseminations and 21 resulted from

WT# GFP$ inseminations. Upon visual screening of the GFP#

WT$ derived embryos 11 expressed GFP and 21 had the WT

phenotype, while for the WT# GFP$ embryos 10 expressed

GFP and 11 had the WT phenotype. PCR revealed that of the

21 WT phenotype embryos from the GFP# WT$ insemination

5 were PCR positive for the GFP gene. From the WT# GFP$

insemination, of the 11 WT phenotype embryos, 1 was PCR

positive for the GFP gene. Florescence microscopy was

performed on PCR positive embryos to confirm the WT

phenotype and 5 of the embryos were confirmed to have the

WT phenotype, while 1 was chimeric. Sequencing results

confirmed the presence of a mutated GFP gene in GFP PCR

positive WT phenotype birds. If repeat trials are successful this

technology could represent a straightforward and efficient way

to produce knockout avian species in a single generation.

Analyzing gamma/delta T-cell function in chicken
by reverse genetics

D. Aumann, M. Kohn, M. Laparidou, A. Moritz,
B. Kaspers, B. Schusser

Department of Veterinary Science, Institute for Animal

Physiology, LMU, Munich

Like in mammals, the chicken T-cell population consists of two

major subtypes, one expressing the a/b T-cell receptors and the

other expressing the c/d T-cell receptors. Contrary to humans

and mice, the prevalence of c/d T-cells in chickens, as well as

in swine and cattle, is as high as 50 % of the peripheral blood

lymphocytes. This makes c/d T-cells the most frequent T-cells

in chickens. It is assumed that this lymphocyte-population
participates in tissue homeostasis and resistance against

infections, but the precise functions are still largely unknown.

The aim of this study is to establish a knockout of the c/d
T-cells in chicken in order to uncover the functions of c/d
T-cells in c/d T-cell high species.

Previously, homologous recombination has in primordial

germ cells (PGC) has been used successfully to create

knockout chickens. In order to deplete c/d T-cells a targeting

vector was designed to knock out the single known gene for

the constant region of the T-cell receptor c-chain. A

selectable marker cassette flanked by loxP sites will be

inserted into the c/d T-cell locus. In consequence rearrange-

ment of the c-chain of the T-cell receptor will be blocked.

Since the d-chain of the T-cell receptor cannot get to the

cell surface on its own, resulting chickens will be deficient

of c/d T-cells. In a second approach, we are using CRISPR/

Cas9 gene targeting technology in chicken primordial germ

cells to facilitate and accelerate the generation of targeted

gene knockouts in birds.

Targeting of the c/d T-cell locus is done in PGC of the

inbred CB chicken line. CB chickens are isogenic for the MHC

locus. For that reason, it will be possible to perform adoptive

transfers of mCherry positive CB c/d T-cells into c/d T-cell

deficient CB chickens to track their fate in vivo.

Knockout of Wdr13 ameliorate diabetic phenotype
of Leprdb/db mice

Vijay P. Singh, Chandrashekaran Gurunathan, Sachin
Singh, Bhavtaran Singh, B. Jyothi Lakshmi,
Arun P. Mishra, Satish Kumar

CSIR-Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology,

Hyderabad, India
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WD-repeat proteins are very diverse and participate in a wide

range of cellular functions. WDR13, a member of this family,

is conserved from fishes to humans and localizes into the

nucleus. To understand the in vivo function(s) of Wdr13 gene,

we have created a mutant mouse strain lacking this gene. The

mutant mice showed age dependent mild obesity and had

higher serum insulin levels, increased pancreatic islet mass as a

result of enhanced beta cell proliferation (PLoS ONE 2012).

Type 2 diabetes (T2D) is a complex disease characterized by

hyperglycemia, hyperinsulinemia, dyslipidemia, and insulin

resistance accompanied by inflammation. In the late stage of

T2D, destruction of beta cells leads to reduction in insulin

levels and severe hyperglycemia. We hypothesized that the

introgression of Wdr13 null mutation, a beta cell proliferative

phenotype, into the Leprdb/db mice, a beta cell destructive

phenotype, might rescue the diabetic phenotype of the latter.

We observed that the deficiency of Wdr13 gene in the Leprdb/db

genetic background conferred protection against hyper-

glycemia, dyslipidemia and inflammation (the major

pathological features of Leprdb/db mice). We found that the

absence of Wdr13 in Leprdb/db mice resulted into massive

increase in islet mass leading to hyperinsulinemia and

adipocyte hypertrophy. The increase in beta cell mass in

Wdr13-/0 Leprdb/db (double knockout) mice is due to increase

in beta cell proliferation. Hypertrophy of adipocytes is a result

of increase in transcription of PPARc and its target genes,

which in turn led to increased expression of lipogenic genes.

We also observed a significant decrease in the expression of

AP1 and NFrB target genes involved in inflammation. Based

on these findings we suggest that WDR13 can be a potential

drug target for ameliorating hyperglycemia and inflammation

in diabetic conditions (Diabetologia 2015). Currently, we are

trying to understand the mechanism of action of this gene.

Library construction using the KAPA mRNA strand kit
for RNA-sequencing of pig intestinal tissues
after consumption of milk from lysozyme transgenic
goats

R. M Pinho1, B. C. Huang2, B. C. Weimer2, E. A. Maga1

1Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis, CA; 2Department of Population Health and

Reproduction, School of Veterinary Medicine, University

of California, Davis, CA

Milk from transgenic goats containing human lysozyme (hLZ)

has been shown to change microbiota composition, improve

gastrointestinal tract morphology and enhance the clinical

condition of pigs challenged with Escherichia coli in both the

healthy and malnourished states. However, the mechanisms

behind these changes remain unknown. RNA-sequencing is

being carried out to clarify the influence of hLZ-milk on general

gene expression along the length of the intestinal tract during

malnutrition and E. coli infection compared to pigs receiving

goat milk alone or no milk. Choosing an appropriate library

construction method is essential to generate unbiased results

and comparisons between treatment groups. A large variety of

commercial kits using different mRNA selection methods and

fragmentation procedures are available ranging from $2800 to

$12,240 for 96 reactions. KAPA library constructions kits have

been successfully used for whole-genome sequencing and the

Kapa HiFi enzyme has been shown to create unbiased libraries

after the amplification step. Total RNA (2 lg) from pig

duodenum, jejunum and ileum with RNA integrity scores

greater than 7 were used for library construction using the

KAPA mRNA Stranded kit. To obtain a desired fragment size

of xxx, the enzymatic fragmentation step was optimal at 94 �C
for 5 min. Concentration of IDT custom-made adapters were

adjusted to 50 nM in the final reaction based on total RNA

input. Library fragments carrying appropriate adapter

sequences were PCR amplified for 9 cycles following the

manufacturers’ recommendation. Size and concentration of the

libraries underwent Bioanalyzer analysis using the Agilent 2100

High Sensitivity DNA kit. The fragment size distribution of the

final libraries peaked at 350 bp with a concentration of 1.5 ng/

ll with no adapter-dimer formation.

Differential expression of antimicrobial peptides
(AMPs) in the porcine small intestine

Asha M. Miles1, E. A. Maga1, J. D. Murray1,2

1Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis; 2Department of Population Health and

Reproduction, University of California, Davis

Diarrheal disease is a leading cause of childhood mortality

around the world and accounts for over one million child

deaths annually. Efforts to manage diarrheal episodes include

improving hygiene and sanitation, as well as promoting

breastfeeding to confer protective factors such as mothers’

antibodies and antimicrobial proteins to infants. One such

antimicrobial protein, lysozyme, is expressed at high levels in

human breastmilk relative to ruminant milk. To explore the

possibilities of lysozyme as a treatment for diarrheal disease,

transgenic goats’ milk expressing recombinant human lyso-

zyme (hLZ milk) was orally administered to young pigs

experiencing diarrhea after E. coli challenge. Previous research

has shown this treatment to rapidly resolve diarrhea and

rehabilitate intestinal architecture, and the purpose of this study

is to elucidate the effect of this treatment on antimicrobial

peptide (AMP) expression in the porcine small intestine. There

are two major classifications of AMPs in mammals: defensins

and cathelicidins, which can be transcriptionally regulated in

many types of cells. Pigs have no a-defensin, but the most

diverse repertoire of cathelicidins, which are often called ‘‘mini

a-defensins’’ because of their similar bactericidal effects and

cationic structure.

In this study, the relative expression levels of the catheli-

cidin protegrin-1 (PR-1) and b-defensin 2 (pBD2) in the

porcine duodenum and ileum were analyzed with a qPCR

approach. Three models were compared: (1) healthy pigs given

no milk treatment, (2) E. coli challenged pigs given goat milk,

and (3) E. coli challenged pigs given hLZ milk. We found that

AMP expression was clearly differentially regulated by E. coli

challenge and both milk treatments, but that the hLZ milk

treatment had greater effect in returning AMP expression to the

non-pathological levels measured in healthy controls.
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Changes in intestinal bacterial populations in pigs
with dextran sodium sulfate-induced colitis: potential
for milk from lysozyme transgenic goats to influence
the disease state

Kathleen Furtado, Lydia C. Garas, Elizabeth A. Maga

Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is caused by several

potential factors, including an individual’s genetic composi-

tion, immune function, microbiome, and the environment. Over

one million Americans suffer from IBD, and symptoms can

greatly impact quality of life. Dextran Sodium Sulfate (DSS) is

commonly used in experiments to induce symptoms of colitis,

a form of IBD, in mice. Our pilot study used DSS in an attempt

to produce an effective model for studying colitis in the pig, by

inducing symptoms similar to human presentation of the

disease. By analyzing bacteria present in pigs’ feces and

intestinal contents, we studied the effect of DSS-induced colitis

on bacterial populations over time, and how populations

changed in response to natural healing. After isolating bacterial

DNA, the 16S rRNA gene V4 region was amplified using PCR

with barcoded primers, and then sequenced to identify bacterial

species in each sample. From this study, we can compare the

bacterial populations in DSS-treated pigs to those in healthy

pigs, analyze significant changes, and discover how the

microbiome relates to human presentation of colitis. This pig

model of human colitis has since been used in related

experiments to test the efficacy of human lysozyme transgenic

goat milk in relieving symptoms of colitis.

Modulation of gut microbes: interplay
between peptidoglycan recognition proteins
and lysozyme transgenic goat milk

Jill V. Hagey, Elizabeth A. Maga

Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis

Intestinal dysbiosis leads to immune dysregulation, nutritional

deficiencies and chronic inflammatory diseases, therefore the

relationship between host-derived antimicrobials and estab-

lishment of the microbiome is an important area of study. A

significant contributor to forming a diverse microbiome in

mammals is the first diet, milk, owing in part to its

antimicrobial enzymes. To better mimic human milk compo-

sition, we have genetically engineered goats to produce an

increased concentration of lysozyme (hLZ) in their milk to

67 % of the level of human milk. Using the pig as a model

organism for the human gastrointestinal tract, hLZ milk fed to

pigs resulted in changes to architecture of the small intestine

and modulated microbial populations, but the mechanism by

which hLZ asserts these effects are unknown. Peptidoglycan

recognition proteins (PGLYRPs) are recently discovered innate

immune antimicrobials implicated in early establishment and

maintaining symbiotic equilibrium of commensal populations

in a broad range of species. In humans and pigs there are four

isotypes of PGLYRPs with PGLYRP-3 and 4 having highest

expression throughout the gastrointestinal tract. Due to

PGLYRPs function, the effect of hLZ on PGLYRP-3 and 4

expression and secretion is being investigated as a mechanism

by which hLZ asserts its effects. To better understand this

interaction, a pig jejunal cell line, IPEC-J2, was treated with

hLZ milk which showed a subsequent time dependent signif-

icant increase in expression of PGLYRP-3 and 4. Furthermore,

PGLYRP-3 expression increased significantly in response to

two commensal species, Bifidobacterium longum subp suis and

Lactobacillus reuteri in a time-dependent manner. These

studies are the basis of understanding how hLZ elevating

PGLYRPs can help establish the microbiota in early life and

potentially restore equilibrium after injury.

Evaluation of the gut microbiota in juvenile rhesus
macaques fed human lysozyme goat milk

J. L. Randol1, C. A. Cooper2, K. R. Kelly1, E. A. Maga1,
J. D. Murray1,3

1Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis, CA; 2Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial

Research Organisation, Australian Animal Health

Laboratory, Geelong, Australia; 3Department of Population

Health and Reproduction, University of California, Davis,

CA

Diarrhea is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in

children under 5 years old and captive juvenile rhesus

macaques. At the National Primate Research Centers, up to

13 % of macaques die annually due to diarrhea. Transgenic

goats producing human lysozyme (hLZ) in their milk were

created to improve the health of humans who consume this

milk. In a pig model, hLZ milk has been shown to be a safe

and effective treatment for diarrhea. Therefore, hLZ milk was

used in a clinical trial to assess its effectiveness as a

supplemental diarrheal treatment for juvenile rhesus maca-

ques. Macaques presenting with diarrhea were separated into

groups receiving antibiotics and one of three treatments: oral

rehydration therapy (ORT), hLZ milk ? ORT, or goat

milk ? ORT. Compared to ORT and goat milk, macaques

fed hLZ milk had complete resolution of monocytosis and

electrolyte imbalances, improved fecal consistency, and an

estimated 40 % decrease in the likelihood of diarrhea

reoccurrence. To further investigate the effects of hLZ milk

in macaques with diarrhea, fecal microbiota was analyzed by

next generation sequencing. ANOSIM analysis using an

unweighted UniFrac distance index showed a significant

difference between bacterial taxonomic composition in

macaques before and after treatment, but not between

treatment groups, indicating that the effect of antibiotics is

likely masking that of treatment. Still, significant differences

in bacterial abundance were observed between treatment

groups using LEfSe analysis, revealing that treatment type

had some effect. A significant increase in Streptococcus was

associated with hLZ and ORT treatments, which correlates

with a decreased return to hospital rate following the clinical

trial for both groups. Future studies can assess the potential

protective role that Streptococcus may play against diarrhea

in macaques. Moreover, this study supports the safe use of

hLZ goat milk for human applications.
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New challenges in mammalian genotyping: complex loci,
droplet digital PCR and pipetting with sound

Emily Hunley, Deborah Siler, Carol Cain-Hom, Ryan
Pabalate, Anna Pham, Maria Martinez, Gregg Sy,
Rhonda Wiler, J. Colin Cox

Transgenic Technology, Genenech Inc., 1 DNAWay, South

San Francisco, CA

As Genentech’s Genetic Analysis Laboratory, we are respon-

sible for evaluating genetic models of increasing complex. In a

given year, approximately 325,000 tissue samples will be

processed in our laboratory, to ultimately produce 700,000

genotype calls using our collection of over 1000 assays. The

use of nuclease-based technologies has increased the speed of

model creation and can facilitate more complex constructs than

traditional techniques, which necessitates great flexibility to

accommodate these new models. Highly multiplexed assay

panels are often utilized when the loci of interest and the

genetic constructs remain constant over time. However, in a

rapidly changing research and discovery landscape, lower

plexed assays are better suited for speed and agility.

We describe modifications and additions to our laboratory,

such as the implementation of ddPCR, using the BioRad

QX200TM Droplet DigitalTM PCR System. This powerful tool

provides copy number variation analysis of new transgenic

models for which there exist no calibrators. We also use an

acoustic liquid handler (Labcyte Echo 525) which has massively

increased the speed and accuracy at which we can process

samples. The flexibility of this instrument allows us to run

multiple low-plex assays while maintaining our rapid turn-

around times. Creative assay design is another tool which allows

us to respond to the increasing complexity of genetic models,

such as multiple mutations at the same locus (e.g. CKO on one

chromosome and CKI containing a point mutation at that same

locus on the second chromosome), as well as detection of

multiple mutations often produced by nuclease-based technolo-

gies. These recently introduced devices have allowed us to

respond to our organization’s evolving research goals.
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